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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

1.1 Background of the Study

“Nepal is one of the poorest countries sandwiched between two newly
formed economic giants, China and India on the southern lap of the Himalayas in
the south Asian region of the world map. The south Asia is the backward region
of the globe where map. The south Asia is the backward region of the lobe where
almost 25% of the world’s population reside but contributes for only 1.65% of the
global GDP.”(Panta, 2003) “Among south Asian countries i.e. Bangladesh,
Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka, Nepal is the least
developed country with almost 25 million populations and US dollar 248 per
capita incomes.” (Economic Survey, 2003) About 49% of the total population
lives under absolute poverty and 82% of population depends upon agriculture for
their living.

Agriculture is the backbone of Nepalese economy. But non agriculture
sector has also significant contribution in the national economy. The economy
position of the Nepal is poor due to low level of income, low education, lack of
uses of new technology. Nepal is trying to achieve economic development
through economic plans, at present, tenth plan is in its last year. Poverty
alleviation is main objectives of it.

The development of every country is always measured by its economic
indices. Therefore, every country has given emphasis on upliftment of its
economy. Thus the primary goal of any nation, including Nepal is rapid economic
development to promote the welfare of the people and the nation as well. To
accelerate economic development various policies like, industrial policy, foreign
investment policy, privatization policy globalization policy has been formulated
and they are being implemented in Nepal now. Due to that so many institutions
have been emerged in Nepal’s economy sphere like multinational companies,
joint venture banks and other financial institutions. These companies or
institutions have affected the economic developments of country by formulating
the capital and excess the process of industrialization. To make these process long
lasting, safe guard or risk free. The insurance is needed.
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Insurance is the major tool that handles the risk. It is the instrument to spread
the loss caused by a particular risk over a number of persons or distribution of
risk among its members who are supposed to accept risk for certain return. Thus
the terminology used for taking or assuring to cover loss is known as insurance.

The definition of insurance can be made from two points:

I) Functional Definition

II) Contractual Definition

I) Functional Definition:

As per this view, Insurance is a co- operative device of distributing losses,
falling on an individual or his family over a large number of persons, each
bearing a nominal expenditure and felling secure against heavy loss.

“Insurance is a co- operative device to spread the loss caused by a particular
risk over a number of persons, who are exposed to it and who agree to insure
themselves against the risk”( Mishra, 1999)

“Insurance has been defined as a plan by which large number of people
associate themselves and transfer, to the shoulder of all, risk that attached to
individuals”(Magee, 1952)

"Insurance is a co-operative device to spread the loss caused by a particular
risk over a number of people, who are exposed to it and who agree to insure
themselves against the risk." (Mishra, 1999)

Thus the following points can be carried out through the definition above:

a) A co-operative device to spread the risk.

b) The system to spread the risk over a number of persons who are insured
against the risk.

c) The principle to share the loss of each member of the society on the basis
of probability of loss to their risk.

d) The method to provide security against losses to the insured.
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II) Contractual Definition

As per the view through the Contract, the insurance is the contract between
two or more parties for their mutual benefits with some constant agreement.

"Insurance is a device for the transfer of risks of individuals entities to ans
insurer who agrees, for a consideration (called the premium), to assume to a
specified extent losses suffered by insured" (Supra Note2)

"Insurance has been defined to be that in which a sum of money as a
premium is paid in consideration of the insurer's incurring the risk of paying a
large sum upon a given contingency" (Green & Trienschmann, 7th Edition )

"Insurance is the most common and popular method of handling risks,
insurance is a co-operative device to spread the loss caused by a particular risk
over a number of people who are exposed to it and who agree to insure
themselves against that risk." (Beema Samiti, 2006)

Thus the following conclusion can be made through these definitions:

a) A certain sum, called premium is charge in consideration.

b) Against the said consideration, a large sum is guaranteed to be paid by the
insurer who received the premium.

c) The payment will be made in a certain definite sum, i.e. the loss or the
policy amount.

d) The payment is made only upon a contingency.

According to the above definition, Insurance is simply the risk distributing
tools. It is a device of protection. It works as economic institution which render
services in case of certain described accidental losses suffered during the term of
the agreement for the consideration i.e. premium has been offered. Mainly the
insurance is way of outsourcing risk exposures.

In other words, insurance may be defined as a consisting one party (the
insurer) agrees to pay to the other party (the insured) or his beneficiary, a certain
sum upon a given contingency (the risk) against which insurance is sought.

The insurance activities in Nepal was executed by Indian insurance
companies prior to 2007 B.S. Rastriya Beema Corporation was introduced by
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Government under insurance act 2025 B.S. At present, there are 21 insurance
companies operation in Nepal. Out of them only 4 insurance companies are
dealing with Life Insurance and remaining 17 insurance companies are working
as Non- Life Insurance companies.

The insurance companies engaged in non- life insurance business are the
populations for this study and among them 5 insurance companies are sampled for
this study. The details of sampled insurance companies are given below:

1) Himalayan General Insurance Company Ltd:

The company was registered in 2050/04/06 even it is established in 2045/08/08.
But it has started to work as insurance business in Nepal in 2050/08/16 and it is
situated at Babarmahal, Kathmandu. Now there are 3 branch office of it. They are
at Biratnagar, Birjung and Pokhara and 49 human power employees are
employees are employed in this insurance company.

2) United Insurance Company Ltd:

It is established in 2049/03/15 and registered in 2050/07/06. It started to work in
Nepal in 2050/08/16 and it expands its' branch office in Biratnagar, Birjung,
Pokhara and Butwal. 50 human power are engaged in this company which
headquarter is at Durbarmarg, Kathmandu.

3) Premiere Insurance Company Ltd:

The company is established in 2048/11/01 and registered in 2051/01/08. It has
started to work as insurance company in Nepal in 20541/02/29. Birjung,
Biratnagar and Bharatpur are the station of branch office and head office is at
Tripureshwor. Altogether there are 63 con- workers are engaged in the company.

4) Everest Insurance Company Ltd:

The Head office of it is at Hatishar, Kathmandu. The Everest Insurance company
is established and registered in 2048/08/17 and 2051/02/17 respectively. It has
stared to work in Nepal as insurance business since 2051/04/07. it has its' branch
office in Birjung, Biratnagar and Butwol and 80 employees are engaged in this
company.
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5) Neco Insurance Company Ltd:

The Neco Company is established in 2051/09/01 and registered as law in
2053/02/17 only. It started to work in Nepal as Insurance Business since
2053/02/17, situated at Hattishar, Kathmandu. It has lunched 7 branch offices in
Nepal. They are at Hetauda, Birjung, Biratnagar, Bharatpur, Birtamod, Pokhara
and Nepaljung.

1.2. Statement of the Problem

Insurance companies collect money from public in form of insurance
premium and return the money (with bonuses) after some time. Insurance
company needs to spend some money to meet their administrative expenses and
current liabilities. To meet these expenses, they must maintain appropriate
Liquidity position. And the excess money should be invested in appropriate form
in the field that gives the good return. Thus investment decision and Liquidity
Managements are very important management decision because many factors
affect these decisions. It seems that most of the Nepalese companies do not have
the concept of investment decision and liquidity management. In this study,
following research will be analyzed:

i. What is the liquidity position of the insurance companies in Nepal and how
far it is appropriate?

ii. Does the investment pattern of insurance companies rational?

iii. What's the coverage of Insurance companies in comparisiion of other financial
institution?

1.3 Objective of the Study

The research has some specified objectives. Sampling analysis of
investment and liquidity position of Insurance companies has been performed to
meet the following objectives.

i. To analyze the investment composition & pattern of insurance companies of
Nepal.
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ii. To evaluate Liquidity position of insurance companies.

iii. To analyze the trend of the earning of the companies.

iv. To suggest & recommend on the basis of major findings.

1.4 Scope of the Study

This study will provides absolute knowledge about the investment position
and liquidity management of insurance company. These two are correlated each
other and should be formed in rational position. The correct decision about
investment analysis forwards the organization towards future prospective. It also
decides earning of the company.

Likewise sufficient liquidity of the organization is needed to pay the firm’s
contingent liabilities, perform regular administrative expenses as well as to fulfill
the unseen events. Thus the findings of this study will useful for different
stakeholders such as researchers, teachers, students, insurance companies,
academic and for all who are interested to know about the subject matter.

1.5 Limitation of the Study

This is a study for the partial fulfillment of MBS degree only, which has to
be finished within a short span of time. This is not far from several limitations,
which weaken the objective of the study. Some of the limitations are given below:

i. The study is mainly based on secondary data. Therefore result of all analysis
depends upon the information provided by the company.

ii. The study is based on the data of 5 years only.

iii. Out of the numerous affecting factors only those factors related with
investment & Liquidity activities are considered.

iv. Time & economic factors are also another constraint of the study.

1.6 Organization of the Study
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The study is divided into 5 Chapters, which are as follows:

Chapter I: Introduction

This introductory chapter includes:

a. General Background

b. Statement of the Problem

c. Objectives of the Study

d. Scope of the Study

e. Limitation of the Study

f. Organization of the Study

Chapter II: Review of Literature

This chapter deals with review of literature. This includes:

1) Conceptual/ theoretical Review

2) Principle of Insurance

3) Insurance Contract

4) Classification of Insurance Contract

5) Review of related studies

6) The Development of Insurance

7) Review of previous study

Chapter III: Research Methodology

This chapter deals with the research methodology of this study. This
includes:

1) Introduction

2) Research Design

3) Data Collection Procedure
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4) Population & Sampling

5) Method of Analysis

6) Data Analysis tools: This includes financial tools and statistical tools.

Chapter IV: Data Presentation and Analysis

This chapter deals with the presentation and analysis of data collected
using different financial and statistical tools. This chapter includes:

1) Analysis of Financial Ratio

2) Analysis of Statistical Tools

3) Major findings of the Study

Chapter V: Summary, Conclusion and Recommendations

This chapter sums up the study, which deals with the outcome of the study.
This chapter highlights the summary and conclusion of the study and
recommends some suggestions. This study includes:

1) Summary

2) Conclusion

3) Recommendations

CHAPTER TWO
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Review of Literature

2.1 Theoretical Review

2.1.1 Investment:

An investment is commitment of funds made in the expectation of some
positive rate of return. It is a commitment of money that is expected to generate
additional money. It includes the purchase of real and financial assets. Real assets
are tangible material such as building, land etc, and financial assets are piece of
paper represent an indirect claim on real assets managed by someone else. Real
assets are generally less liquid than financial assets.

“Investment is sacrifices of current rupees for future rupees” (by Kiran
Thapa). Where, Sacrifice takes place in present and it is certain but the reward
comes later and uncertain.

Investment is the sacrifice of certain present value for the uncertain future
reward. There are basically three concepts on investments.

Economic Investment:- That is an economist’s definition of investment.

a) Investment is a general or extended senses, which is used by “the man of
the street.”

b) “The sense in which it is going to be very much interest, namely Financial
Investment” (Bhalla, 1982)

Investment operations are important to business operation. Insurers are
required to generate reserves for claims that might arise. It is essential that
insurance companies invest these funds rationally with the combined objectives of
liquidity, maximization of yield & safety. Return on investment form life
insurance funds influence to a large extent. It has to be ensured that the insurer
must at all times maintain a prescribed minimum level of solvency as a protection
to the policy holders. In view of public interest, investment of insurance fund is
regulated.

Many countries do not have regulation to guide such investment, but they
do have provision setting out minimum level of assets and securities for the
purpose of determining solvency level of insurance companies. The provision of
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the Insurance Act governed the pattern of investment. Accordingly, its’
composition or percentage of share may vary according to time to time or
amendment of by laws depending upon the situation of the economy. Majority of
investment is made in government and other approved securities, while
investment are also made in form of loans to government organization, loans to its
policy holders and fixed deposit with approved banks. The ratio is specified
according to the decision of board of Act of the company of by laws.

The term “Investment” is used differently in economics and in finance.
Economists refer to a real investment (such as a machine or a house), while
financial economists refer to a financial asset, such as money that is put into a
bank or the market, which may then be used to buy a real asset.

The investment decision is one of the fundamental decisions of business
management: managers determine the assets that the business enterprise obtains.
These assets may be physical (such as buildings or machinery), intangible (such
as patents, software, goodwill), or financial. The manager must assess whether the
net present value of the investment to the enterprise is positive; the net present
value is calculated using the enterprise’s marginal cost of capital.

A business might invest with the goal of making profit. These are called
marketable securities or passive investment. It might also invest with the goal of
controlling or influencing the operation of the second company, the investee.
These are called inter-corporate, long- term and strategic investments. Hence, a
company can have none, some or total control over the investee’s strategic,
operating, investing and financing decisions.

There are various alternative of investment for insurance companies, which
are as below:

a) Equity Securities:

An equity security consists of the long- term fund provided by the firm’s
owners, the stockholders. In other words, equity capital included common stock,
paid in capital (or share premium), reserve and surplus, position in a company.
The holders of common stock called shareholders or stockholders are the legal
owners of the company.

Common stock is the recipient of the residual income of the corporation
through the right to vote, holders of common stock have legal control of the
corporation. An element of risk is also involved in equity securities due to its low
priority of claims at liquidation.
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Common stockholders have limited liability. Common equity to total
assets ratio is an indicator of the degree by which the amounts realized on the
liquidation may decline form stated books values before creditors’ suffer losses.

Unlike sole proprietorships and partnership firms, only corporation can
issue common sock. Joint stock company cannot be establishing with no equity
financing. “In Nepal the promoters must hold at least one share for the
incorporation of joint stock company in accordance with company act 2053”
(Gautam Rishi Raj )

b) Preferred Stock:

Preferred stock represents the long- term source of financing under which
the stockholders are entitled to get fixed amount of dividend out of the earning of
the company after payment of debenture interest and tax.

Preferred stock, also called as preference share, a hybrid form of long term
financing with combined features of both common stock and long- term
debenture. So there is no unanimous practice about the treatment of preferred
stock. However, it is said to be equity from legal point of view since the company
is not obliged to pay dividends on preference shares.

c) Long Term Debt Securities:

Long term debt securities mature after more than one year. It is traded in
the capital market. Long- term debt is one of the major long- term sources of
financing. The big firms can raise fund by selling long- term bonds/ debentures in
the open market. But long- term loan may be suitable for both small and big firm.
Long term debt consists of Government Securities, bond and debentures issued by
other companies.

A firm employs substantial amount of debt capital because of tax
deductibility of interest payment, flexibility and lower effective cost. However
excess amount of debt exposes high risk.

d) Short Term Debt Securities:

Short term debt is that type of debt which matures within one year or less.
They are traded in money market. It is used to support a large portion of the
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firm/s current assets such as cash, marketable securities, inventories etc. short
term debt consists of negotiable certificated of deposit, commercial paper,
bankers’ acceptance, trade credit, short term bank credit (line of credit, revolving
credit arrangement, transaction loan) and Treasury bills.

Investor must be careful while making decision about short- term
financing. They are particularly concerned with sources of short- term financing,
cost of financing and advantage and disadvantage of sources while choosing best
alternative for a given set of conditions.

e) Real Assets:

Real assets are non- financial assets. It consists of precious metals, real
estate and collectibles. Precious metals include gold, silver, platinum and other
metals in the form of coins, bullion. Collectibles include diamond, prints, coins,
stamps etc. Its’ market is individual dealer. Real estate includes single and
multifamily residences, land and commercial property.

f) Mutual Funds:

Investment companies that sell shares of common stock that represent an
ownership interest in a portfolio of domestic and or foreign securities. It is traded
in over the counter market and direct transaction with individual funds.

g) Fixed Deposit Account:

Bank deposit with finite maturity period is Fixed Deposit Account. Fixed
deposit amount in bank and financial institution is another alternative of
investment of insurance companies. Perhaps the most popular fixed income
investment in the world of investment is saving in bank. Commercial banks are
the main institutions. Demand deposit, standard saving deposit, certificate of
deposit is the types of deposit account. All type of deposit account gives fixed
interest income to its depositor form the bank.

2.1.2 Liquidity:

Generally, the liquidity means all the money stock of the organization
during the certain period. The volume of the money, Bank Balance, Bills
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Receivable or short- term investment of the organization shows the position of the
Liquidity. It is really difficult to define the liquidity by the word. As per the Nepal
Rastra Bank Act, 2012,”there is no definition of Liquidity.” As per Commercial
Bank Act, 2031,”in simple sense the state of having assets that can be sassily
changed into cash is liquidity.”

For a corporation with a published balance sheet there are various ratios
used to calculate a measure of liquidity. These include the following, the current
ration, which is the simplest measure and is calculated by dividing the total
current assets by the total current liabilities. A value of over 100% is normal in a
non- banking corporation. However, some current assets are more difficult to sell
ate full value in a hurry. So, the quick ration is calculated by deducting
inventories from current assets and then dividing by current liabilities. It gives a
measure of the ability to meet current liabilities from assets that can be readily
sold. A better way for a trading corporation to meet liabilities is from cash flows,
rather than through asset sales, so the operating cash flow ratio can be calculated
by dividing the operating cash flow by current liabilities. This indicated the
ability to service current debt from current income, rather than through asset
sales.

Market liquidity is a business, economics or investment term that refers to
an asset’s ability to be easily converted through an act of buying or selling
without causing a significant movement in the price and with minimum loss of
value. An act of exchange of a less liquid asset with a more liquid asset is called
liquidation. Liquidity also refers both to that quality of a business which enables it
to meet its payment obligations, in term of possessing sufficient liquid assets: and
to such assets themselves.

A liquid asset has some or more of the following features. It can be sold
(1) rapidly, (2) with minimum loss of value, (3) anytime within market hours. The
essential characteristic of a liquid market is that there are ready and willing
buyers and sellers at all times. An elegant definition of liquidity is also the
probability that the next trade is executed at a price equal to the last one. A
market may be considered deeply liquid if there are ready and willing buyers and
sellers in large quantities. This is related to a market depth, where sometimes
orders cannot strongly influence prices.

The liquidity of a product can be measured as how often it is bought and
sold; this is known as volume. Often investments in liquid markets such as the
stock exchange or futures markets are considered to be more liquid than
investments such as real estate, based on their ability to be converted quickly.
Some assets with liquid secondary markets may be more advantageous to own,
are willing to pay a higher price for the asset than for comparable assets without a
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liquid secondary market. The liquidity discount is the reduced promised yield or
expected return bonds compared to off- the- run Treasuries with the some term
remaining until maturity. Buyers know that other investors are not willing to buy
off- the- run so the newly issued bonds have a lower yield and higher price.

In banking, liquidity is the ability to meet obligations when they come due
without incurring unacceptable losses. Managing liquidity is a daily process
requiring bankers to monitor and project cash flows to ensure adequate liquidity is
maintained. Maintaining a balance between short- term assets and short- term
liabilities is critical. Deposit accounts represent the primary funding (liabilities) in
traditional commercial banks, and the loan portfolio represents the primary asset.
The investment portfolio represents a smaller portion of assets, and serves as the
primary source of liquidity. Investment securities can be liquidated to satisfy
deposit withdrawals and increased loan demand. Bnaks have several additional
options for generating liquidity, such as selling loans, borrowing from other
banks, borrowing from a Central bank, such as the US Federal Reserve bank and
rising additional capital. In a worst case scenario, depositors may demand their
funds when the bank is unable to generate adequate cash without incurring
substantial financial losses. In severe cases, this may result in a bank run. Most
banks are subject to legally- mandated reserve requirements intended to help
banks avoid liquidity crises.

An important consideration in the analysis of the effect of liquidity on the
relation between fund size and fund performance is that liquidity might be
endogenous. Indeed, the presence of endogenous liquidity would weaken the
hypothesized effect of liquidity on the fund size- fund performance relation.
Intuitively, funds that are subject of greater diseconomies of scale might
optimally choose to hold more liquid portfolios, which would make it harder to
find a significant positive effect of illiquidity on the inverse relation between fund
size and performance.

Liquidity management is the most important task for any organization. The
organization should be able to maintain the rational liquidity position. The
company which could not manage the liquidity position faces the serious financial
problems or reduces the earning capacity by keeping the idle cash or liquid assets.
Thus the liquidity management focuses on the liquid asset that should be managed
in the volume of rational i.e. neither less that requirement not excess to be idle.

2.2 Principle of Insurance

According to Mishra, the insurance is mainly based up on the following
two principles and practice Insurance.
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2.2.1 Principle of Co-operation

Insurance is a co- operative device. If one person is providing for his won
losses, it cannot be strictly insured because in insurance, the loss is shared by a
group of persons who are willing to co- operate. In ancient period, the persons of
a group were willingly sharing the loss to a member of the group. They used to
share the loss to a member of the group. They used to share the loss at the time of
damage. They collected enough funds from the society and paid to the dependents
of the deceased or the persons suffering property losses. The mutual so- operation
was prevailing from the very beginning up to the era of Christ in most of the
countries. Lately, the co- operation took another form where it was agreed
between the individual and the society to pay a certain sum in advance to be a
member of the society. The society by accumulation the funds, guarantee
payment of certain amount at the time of loss to any member of the society. The
accumulation of funds and charging of the share from the member in advance
became the hob of one institution called insurer. Now it became the duty and
responsibility of the insurer to obtain adequate funds form the members of the
society to pay them at the happening of the insured risk. Thus, the shares of loss
took the form of premium. Today, all the insured give a premium to join the
scheme of insurance, thus the insured are co- operating to share the loss of an
individual by payment of a premium in advance.

2.2.2 Principle of Probability

The loss in the shape of premium can be distributed only on the basis of
theory of probability. The chances of loss are estimated in advance to affix the
amount of premium. Since the degree of loss depends upon various factors, the
affecting factors are analyzed before determining the amount of loss. With the
help of this principle, the uncertainty of loss is converted into certainty. The
insurer will have not to suffer loss as well have to gain windfall. Therefore, the
insurer has to charge only so much of amount which is adequate to meet the
losses. The probability tells what the chances of losses are and what will be the
amount of losses.

The inertia of large number is applied while calculating the probability.
The larger the number of exposed persons, the better and the more practical
would be the findings of the probability. Therefore, the law of large number is
applied in the principle of probability. In each and every field of insurance the
law of large number is essential. These principles keep in account that the past
events will incur in the same inertia. The insurance, on the basis of past
experience, present conditions and future prospects, fixes the amount of premium.
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Without premium, no co-operation is possible and the premium cannot be
calculated with out the help of theory of probability and consequently no
insurance is possible. So, these two principles are the two main legs of insurance.

2.3 Insurance Contract

Insurance is effected by legal agreements knows as contracts or policies. S
contract is an agreement between two or more parties for creating and defining
obligations to do or not to do particular things. So, insurance contract is an
agreement between two parties where on party promises to pay regular premium
and other gives economic security in return to that party when economic loss
incurred.

A contract, contrary to the impressions of many, cannot be completed in
itself. But must be interpreted I light of the legal and social environment of the
society in which it is made. Thus it has its’ own elements for its contract. Some of
the main elements of insurance contract are given below.

2.3.1 Offer and acceptance

In an insurance contract, persons who want to do insurance make offer to
an insurance company for ding insurance. In return, insurance company accepts
that offer. So, offer and acceptance are two essential elements of insurance
contract. The person who makes offer is called insured or offered and insurance
company who accept that offer is called insurer or acceptor.

2.3.2 Free Consent

Any contract that is done without free consent is void. So, free consent is
also another essential element of insurance contract. Insurance contract is done on
free consent of both the insurance company and insured. If insurance contract is
done under coercion, fraud, that type of insurance contract is void. So, insurance
contract is done on the free consent of both the insurance company and insured.
So, free consent is another important element of insurance contract.

2.3.3 Legal Consideration

The important element of insurance contract is legal consideration. There
must not be illegal consideration in insurance contract. If one person does
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insurance of his property, then he must pay insurance premium to insurance
company. After receiving insurance premium, it becomes legal obligation for
insurance company to gives necessary compensation to insured, if loss incurred.
So, insurance premium and compensation are legal consideration in insurance
contract, without legal consideration there is no insurance contract.

2.3.4 Competent Party

The insurance contract can only be done with competent party. Competent
party refers to the entire person who is not mad, bankrupt, minor etc. if anyone of
the party of insurance contract is not competent party then there is no insurance
contract. So, it is another important element of insurance contract.

2.3.5 Lawful Object

An insurance contract is void if it has unlawful object. If insurance contract
is done with illegal object then that contracts can not be enforced by law. The
contract that is done for damaging social system or killing people is unlawful
object. So, insurance contract must have lawful object.

2.3.6 Insurable Interest

The main element which differentiate insurance contract from other
contract is insurable interest of insured. If there is no insurable interest of insured
then that contract is not called an insurance contract. According to insurable
interest of insured, an insured gets economic advantage when insured goods are
safe and insured suffers economic loss when insured goods are unsafe. So,
insurable interest of insured is an important element of insurance contract.

2.3.7 Utmost Good Faith

The insurance contract is done with utmost good faith, while doing
insurance contract, insured must give all the true detail information to the
insurance company and insurance company also must tell the true thing about the
insurance policy. If anyone of them is found cheating another party, then that
contract is void. So, utmost good faith is another important element of insurance
contract.
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2.4 Classification of Insurance Contract

Insurance contract can be classified in two categories. They are contract of
indemnity and life insurance contract (Dilli Raj Bandari)

2.4.1 Utmost Good Faith

Contract of indemnity is also called contingent contract. It is called so,
because damage takes place in future which is uncertain. So, it is called
contingent contract.

In contract of indemnity, insurance company gives the compensation to the
insured only when actual loss incurred. If there is no actual loss, then there is no
need to give compensation to the insured. The insurance company gives actual
loss amount or insured amount whichever is less, when loss incurred.

This contract of indemnity applies only for no- life insurance. It is not
applicable for life insurance. There is something that must be considered in
contract of indemnity. They are as follows:

I. The insured only gets compensation for the actual loss incurred.

II. The insured cannot get more money than the insured amount

III. If the insured gets more money than the actual loss incurred, then excess
money must be returned to insurance company.

IV. The insured must give necessary proof to get compensation

V. The actual loss must be calculated on the basis of present market value.

2.4.2 Life Insurance Contract

This contract is done for doing life insurance as it is called life insurance
contract. Life insurance contract is different from contract of indemnity. It is so
because compensation in life insurance contract due not exists. The insurance
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company must give insured amount to insured or to his legal heirs if insured is
dead. In life insurance contract, the insured gets insured amount from insurance
company after expiration of life insurance policy or to his legally heirs if insured
are dead. The insured gets full amount of the insured amount from all the
insurance company although insured has done insurance more than one insurance
company. So, life insurance contract is different from contract of indemnity.

2.5 Reviews of Related Studies

2.5.1 Historical background and recent growth of Insurance in
Nepal

The history of insurance business in Nepal is not as long as in other
countries. The insurance activities of Nepal were executed by Indian Insurance
companies prior to 2007. The history shows that introduction of insurance
company named “Mal Chalani and Beem Co.” was made in 2004. Later it is
converted into Nepal Insurance and Transport Company Pvt. Ltd. In 2016 B.S.
and again renamed as Nepal Insurance Co. in 2048, the company is doing non-
life insurance only. (Khadka & Singh)

On the other side it is found that number of Indian insurance company
operating in Nepal for the last several years. The government introduced Rastriya
Beema Sansthan under Insurance Act 2025. This company is doing composite
(life and non- life) insurance. As the time passed on, on the basis of insurance act
of 2025 National Life and General Insurance Company Ltd was established in the
private sector in 2043 B.S. This company also conducts composite insurance
business.

As the country is following economic liberalization the insurance act 2043
was introduced. Some of the key features of the act are minimum paid up capital
of Rs.5 core, arrangement of service charge from insure, arrangement of tariff
board, classification of life and non- life insurance policy etc. As result, number
of insurance companies has been established. Today majority of insurance
companies are operating from private sector contributing a lot in economic
growth of the country. Today 21 insurance companies are operating their business
in Nepal. Among them 4 are pure life insurance companies, 16 are pure non- life
insurance company and 1 i.e. Rastriya Beena Sansthan is doing it business in both
life and non- life field.
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2.5.2 Problem of Insurance in Nepal

The major problem faced by the insurance business in Nepal is as below:
(Shakespheare)

2.5.2.1 Limited Market

The few numbers of industries, companies and slow growth of economy
and industries are the basic responsible factors for the limited market of insurance
business. So, there is a limited market of insurance business.

2.5.2.2 Lack of Insurance Awareness

Majority of Nepalese people are illiterate and economically backward. Due
to this there is lack of awareness of insurance in general public. So, the insurance
sector is found to be limited in urban area. This is another problem in insurance.

2.5.2.3 Lack of Expertise

The success of insurance business depends upon the availability of
expertise in the related field. The required manpower for the expansion of
insurance business in Nepal is not sufficient. Manpower like underwriter, agent
and surveyors are not experienced as per the demand of the market.

2.5.2.4 Lack of Compulsory Insurance

In Nepal insurance is not compulsory as in other developed countries.

2.5.2.5 Low Purchasing Power

Nepal is poor country. The per capita income of people is low. So, they
don’t have enough money to pay insurance premium.
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2.5.2.6 Lack of Re- Insurance Company

The basic infrastructure for the development of insurance business is the
existence of re- insurance company. The re- insurance company is not available in
Nepal. Thus, Nepalese insurance companies must depend on foreign company for
this.

2.5.2.7 Low Return

The insurance business has low return than other business. So, business
men are not attracted toward this sector.

2.5.2.8 Unhealthy Competition among Insurance Companies

The insurance business is not yet matured. There is unhealthy competition
among insurance companies.

2.5.2.9 Complicated Claim Procedure & Slow Settlement

The claim procedure is generally complicated and slow. The insured gets
compensation after long waiting and complicated procedure.

2.5.2.10 Vague Rules and Regulation

Insurance business is still at the stage of infancy in the context of Nepal.
So, there are still vague rules and regulations in insurance business, which is
another problem in insurance business.

2.5.3 Legislation and regulation relating to insurance activities
in Nepal

The insurance act of 2049 has made a lot of provision relating to insurer,
insurance agent, insurance broker and survey or etc and their formation rights and
responsibilities.
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2.5.3.1. Legal provision with regards to insurer

The insurance act 2049 has defined the insurer very clearly. In order to
form an insurance company, it should submit an application form to insurance
committee as per prescribed rules and regulation by the act. The act has also
mentioned the entire required document for the establishment of a insurance
company. The act has also extended several rules and regulation regarding the
renewal of the registration and termination of registration. The whole functions
are executed by insurance committee. It fully authorized to terminate or suspend
the insurance company subject to the non fulfillment of the condition or for any
activity against the rules and regulations.

2.5.3.2 Legal provision with regards to insurance agent

The insurance Act 2049 has defined insurance agent and their role and
responsibilities by insurance committee. The insurance agent can be obtained
upon the recommendation of the concerned insurer to insurance committee. The
minimum qualification has also been provisioned in the rules. The act is open
about the disqualification of the agent, period of insurance agent registration,
renewal and termination etc. It has also mentioned all the details about the
remuneration and facilities entitled to insurance agent.

2.5.3.3 Legal provision with regards to insurance Surveyor

The role of surveyor is important in insurance business. The Act has
defined the insurance surveyor. The surveyor is defined as a company or
individual who evaluated the loss and also refers to the adjustor. The interested
candidates can apply for insurance survey registration in insurance committee.

2.5.3.4 Legal provision with regards to insurance Claims

The growth of insurance business is highly influenced by simplicity of the
insurance claim. Basically, there are two approaches for claim payment- one for
life insurance and another for non- life policies. In insurance act 2049, rules 31
prescribed the payment procedure of life insurance claim. On the other hand the
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payment procedure of non- life policies is different. The policy holder should
submit application giving all the details of damage and loss of assets in prescribed
form and should be submitted to insurer within specified time.

2.6 The Development of Insurance

The concept of insurance is not new. A form of insurance existed even in
early Rome, where Romans gathered together in burial societies. They all
contributed to a fund and the members of the pool had their burial costs met by
the society.

To examine the origin of modern insurance is a fascinating area of study in
itself. It can also be valuable to those who are embarking upon the study of
insurance as it exists today. Knowledge of the origins of a subject is always
beneficial, and for insurance we can identify at least three reasons why it is
important to look back.

 Many of our modern insurance institutions, such as Lloyd’s of London, would
be extremely difficult to understand if we did not enquire in to their history.

 Insurance companies and Lloyd’s have perfected the method of practicing
insurance over many years and a large part of present day practice, including
certain policy wordings, would prove quite inexplicable if we had no
knowledge of its development.

 Insurance has often been a response to some problem faced by society, and an
understanding of how insurance companies faced up to and solved these
important issues helps to explain present day method.

The origin of insurance is yet confused. The exact time and place of origin
of the insurance is not known. There is the believed that there was word in ‘Reg
Vedh’ that denotes that word similar to insurance. Before 4500 B. C Bebilion,
Greek and Roman conducted insurance business in the same form.

Since earliest times, people have been fascinated by sea travel. It is not
surprising; therefore, that people’s first attempt at seeking protection was from the
danger posed at sea. Historians have uncovered evidence suggestion that some
sharing of losses did exist among seafarers as early as the 9th century B. C. In
contrast, aviation insurance is of far more recent origin.
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In ancient time, the merchants of Italy used to be captured, threatened or
even killed by Turkis and sea pirates. So to overcome this difficulty they collect
money form all merchants and put it in one fund. When such bad incident
incurred, the victims were compensated from this fund. In this way the concept of
insurance began.

The case law that was being accumulated over the years, some 2000 cases,
was incorporated in the Maine Insurance Act 1906; the law relating to marine
insurance was codified, that is, brought together in the one stature. The act forms
the basis for the operation of marine insurance to this day, and knowledge of its
terms is essential to any one embarking upon a career in marine insurance. It’s
value goes beyond the boundary of marine insurance because it is the only code
of commercial insurance on the statuette book and for that reason is of
considerable important in its own right. Much case law and a variety of
international rules and convention also impact upon current marine insurance
practice.

“The first real evidence of life insurance as we know it dates back to 1583.
a policy was taken out on 18th June, on the life of William Gibbons, for a sum of
£382.+ 6s.8d.z

The contract was for 12 months and the money was to be paid if Gibbons
died within the year. In face he did die on 8th May 1584, after a slight dispute over
whether 12 months meant 12 X 28 days or 12 calendar months, the money was
paid”( Julia Holyoake)

The next landmark in the development was the passing of the Life
Assurance Act 1774, the title of which explains its purpose: “An act for regulating
insurances upon lives and prohibiting all such insurances except in cases where
persons insuring shall have an interest on the life or death of the person insured.”
By the end of the 18th century several proprietary companies had been formed
where policy holders did not share in profits as they had with mutual associations.
There proprietary companies were spearheaded by the Westminster Society,
1792, and the Pelican Life Officer, 1797.

One final feature of the development of insurance is of more recent origin,
and refers to the way in which insurance companies began to combine different
classes of insurance. Specialist companies began writing other forms of insurance
and so became composite insurers. Similarly, there composite insurance
companies began combining different forms of cover in one policy. A good
example of this is the way companies put fire, theft, liability and other forms of
cover together in one policy for the householder and termed it the household
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combined, or household comprehensive policy. Combined or comprehensive
policies are now a common feature with many companies.

The following figures show the chronological development of 12 of the
more common forms of insurance.

2.7 Review of Previous Study

Study of predecessor’s researchers is important for the study. Some of the
previous studies have been conducted to explore the investment and liquidity
position of the Insurance companies in Nepal. Very hardly the some master thesis
work has been found. In 2002 AD, Mr. Kishor Poudel of TU has written the thesis
on “A study on Investment & Liquidity Position of Joint Venture Commercial
Banks in Nepal.” The main objective of the project was to evaluate liquidity and
investment of commercial bank. He concluded, a commercial bank at its won
judgment any decide to maintain an appropriate level of liquid assets. But the
decision should be in relation to the sources of fund and statutory obligation. Te
bank did not have constant and consistent liquidity along with consistent
investment policy.

In 2004 A.D., Mr. Deepak Giri has performed the thesis title, “Investment
and Liquidity Management of Insurance Companies in Nepal.” The main
objective of the thesis was to analyze the investment pattern and Liquidity
Management system of Insurance Companies of Nepal. The conclusion of the
thesis was that the insurance companies had mainly invested in Government
Securities and Debenture and the investment as well as profit earning of Insurance
companies is found volatile. He also concluded that the liquidity position of the
insurance companies is not satisfactory but the correlation between the investment
and total asset is positive.

Dhungana (2005) on her research “Liquidity position of commercial bank
of Nepal has basically concluded the thesis as the Liquidity position of the Banks
are in satisfactory stage however they have not appropriate and proper  system to
manage their liquidity. The primary objective of the project was to analysis the
liquidity management system and position of commercial Banks of Nepal.

Mr. K.C.(2005) has completed another thesis of MBS title “Investment and
Liquidity Management of Insurance companies.” His study aimed at analyzing
the pattern of investment and earning of insurance companies. He has focused to
evaluate liquidity management of insurance companies. On his study he had
found that the volume of investment is very much volatile. Insurance companies
has the investment mostly in government securities, debenture and bank fixed
deposit. The liquidity ratio of most of insurance companies is unsatisfactory state.
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He finally added that the insurance companies didn’t have adequate earning in
comparison to the utilization of the assets. He had suggested that the portfolio
management system to increase their earning from investment without increasing
the degree or risk, which is possible through diversification of risk.

CHAPTER THREE

Research Methodology
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Research methodology may be defined as a systematic process that is
adapted by the researcher in studying problem with certain objective in view. In
other words, research methodology describes the methods and process applied in
the entire aspect of the study focus of data, data collection instrument and
procedure, data tabulation & procession and methods of analysis.

Basically, the main objective of this study is to find out the investment of
liquidity position of insurance companies. A simple ad suitable research
methodology of the study is followed so as to fulfill the stated objective as well as
to make it easier in visualization the total study clearly. This chapter deals with
Research Design, Population & Sampling, Sources of Data, Data Collection
Techniques and Data analysis tools.

3.1 Research Design

The company’s liquidity and investment position are evaluated. The study
attempts to analyze liquid funds of the companies. The company’s liquidity and
investment position are evaluated. Different analytical research approach like
correlation analysis, ration analysis will be utilized and some statistical tests will
be applied to examine the facts and descriptive analyze. Companies’ Internal Data
of the past five years are analyzed by using Ration Analysis.

3.2 Data Collection

The study is based on the secondary sources of information. Data has been
collected from the Beema Samiti mainly, and from the related isurance companies
too. As far as possible the personal deal, phones call, e- mail with the official
personnel about the subject had be entertained.

According to the need and objectives of the study, the information thus
collected, proceeds and relevant information has be tabulated in time series and
where necessary graphs are drawn for better presentation. The study intends to
draw the inference for 5 years time period i.e. 2060-2065 B.S. of any 5 leading
insurance companies in Nepal.

3.3 Population & Sampling

In Nepal 21 insurance companies are operating their business. Only three
insurance companies are working for Life Insurance. But only five insurance
companies are selected as sample. They are:
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1. Himalayan General Insurance Company Ltd

2. United Insurance Company Ltd

3. Premiere Insurance Company Ltd

4. Everest Insurance Company Ltd

5. Neco Insurance Company Ltd

3.4 Method of Analysis

The information collected from various sources has been completed to
analyze the data. Firstly, the trend analysis or Net Profit has been analyzed. After
all, other popular Ratio Analysis technique like Profitability Analysis, Investment
to Total Assets Analysis and Return on Total Assets (ROA), Liquidity Ratio has
been examined. Correlation Coefficient Analysis also has been implemented.

3.5 Data Analysis Tools

The collected data are analyzed by using various financial tools, as well as
statistical tools. Brief descriptions of tools are given below:

3.5.1 Ratio Analysis:

Financial ratio analysis is designed to determine the relative strength &
weakness of business operation. It also provides a frame- work for financial
planning and control. Financial manager needs the information provided by
analysis both to evaluate the firms’ past performance and to map future plans.

Financial ratios quantify many aspects of a business and are an integral
part of financial statement analysis. Financial ratios are categorized according to
the financial aspect of the business which the ratio measures. Liquidity ratios
measure the availability of cash to pay debt.

Ratio analysis is one of the techniques of financial analysis. Business firms
use rations as yardsticks for evaluating the financial condition and performance.
Analysis and interpretation using various accounting rations give a skilled and
experienced analyst better understanding of the financial condition and
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performance of the firm than what he could have obtained only through a perusal
of financial statements.

a) Liquidity Ratio

This ratio indicated whether the firm would be in a position to meet its
short- term obligations in time. It also indicates the availability of a rupee of
liquid assets (convertible into cash easily) for every rupee of current liabilities.
Higher the ratio greater the margin of safety for short- term creditors and vice-
versa. Traditionally, a liquid ratio of 1:1 is considered as the ideal ratio.

In finance the Acid- test or quick ratio or liquid ratio measures the ability
of a company to use its near cash or quick assets to immediately extinguish its
current liabilities. Quick assets include those current assets that presumably can
be quickly converted to cash at close to their book values. Such items are cash,
marketable securities, and some accounts receivable. This ratio indicates a firm’s
capacity to maintain operations as usual with current cash or near cash reserve in
bad periods. As such, this ratio implies a liquidation approach and does not
recognize the revolving nature of current assets and liabilities. The ratio compares
a company’s cash and short- term investments to the financial liabilities the
company is expected to incur within a year’s time.

Liquidity ratio is analyzed as below;

Where,
Current Asset- Inventory- Pre-paid expenses

Liquid Ratio=
Current Liabilities

b) Return on Total Assets (ROA)

Return on Total Assets is an indicator of how profitable a company is
relative to its total assets.  ROA gives an idea as to how efficient management is
at using its assets to generate earnings. Calculated by dividing a company’s
annual earnings by its total assets, ROA is displayed as a percentage. Sometimes
this is referred to as “return on investment”.

Net Income
As, return on investment=

Total Assets
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Some investors add interest expenses back into net income when
performing this calculation because they’d like to use operating return before cost
of borrowing.

ROA tells you what earnings were generated from invested capital (assets).
ROA for public companies can vary substantially and will be highly dependent on
the industry. This is why when using ROA as a comparative measure, it is best to
compare it against a company’s previous ROA numbers or the ROA of a similar
company.

The assets of the company are comprised of both debt and equity. Both of
these types of financing are used to fund the operation of the company. The ROA
figure gives investors an idea of how effectively the company is converting the
money it has to invest into net income. The higher the ROA number, the better,
because the company is earning more money on less investment. For example, if
one company has a net income of $ 1 million and total assets of $ 5 million, its
ROA is 20%; however, if another company earns the same amount but has total
assets of $ 10 million, it has an ROA of 10%. Based on this example, the first
company is better at converting its investment into profit. When you really think
about it, management’s most important job is to make wise choices in allocating
its resources. Anybody can make a profit by throwing a ton of money at a
problem, but very few managers excel at making large profits with little
investments.

3.5.2 Trend Analysis

One of the most important tasks before the economist and businessman is
to estimate future earning. Growth rate analysis is carried out to ascertain rate in
the past. Trend analysis is adopted to ascertain future. It predicts the future
behavior of data and helps to find out future growth factor. The equation used to
obtain the trend values is,

y= a+ bx

where,
x               = X- middle year
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y               = dependent variable

b               = annual growth rate

Σxy
Where, b =

Σx2

a              = Y- intercept

Σ y
Where, a=

n

3.5.3 Correlation Co- efficient

Correlation analysis determines the degree and direction of relationship
between two variables. It does not tell anything about the cause and effect
relationship, if there is a high degree of correlation between two variables, it can’t
b e said which the cause is and which the effect is. Thus, correlation does not
necessarily imply causation while causation always imlies correlation. The high
degree of correlation between two variables may be due to the following reasons:

 Both the variables may be influence by one or more other variables.

 The correlation may be due to pure chance. The statistical relationship may be
an account of chance coincident.

 Both the variables may be the mutually influenced by each other so that
neither can be designated as the cause and other as the effect.

The following model is used to find out the correlation between two
variables
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nΣXY- (ΣX)(ΣY)
r =

nΣX2 (ΣX)2 nΣY2 (ΣY)2

Where X   = first Variable
Y   = Second Variable
n   = No. of Variable

CHAPTER FOUR

Data Presentation and Analysis
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This chapter deals about the analysis of data. It includes presentation of the
argument, documentation, ideas or concepts. Descriptive analysis, ratio analysis,
correlation analysis and other static presentation have been analyzed. The data
when analyzed show the strength & weakness of organization.

4.1 Total Investment

Every investment entails some degree of risk. It's commitment of money that
is expected to generate additional money. An investor will select the investment
that will provide the maximum future return at an acceptable level of risk. A wide
range of investment alternative is available to individual investors. In addition to
the traditional common stock, preferred stock and bond alternatives, other
financial assets such as convertible, warrants, rights, commodity future, financial
future and real assets alternatives- such as real estate, precious metals and
collectibles are available for investment.

Source: Balance Sheet of United Insurance Company (Nepal) Ltd from the
year 2060- 2064 B. S

The table 4.1 shows the investment made by Himalayan General insurance
company Ltd. in the year2060 to 2064. It clearly shows that the company has
invested more in securities & debenture in 2060 in comparison to other year. The
investment in NS securities & debenture in 2061-2063 remain constant while in

Table 4.1
Total Investment of Himalayan General Insurance Company Ltd.

Investment 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064
NS Securities &
Debenture 21,500,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 0
Bank Fixed Deposits
Account 51,190,319 51,100,000 70,500,000 58,942,400 81,000,000
Fixed Deposit of
Finance Account 0 20,290,319 20,290,319 0 0

Share Investment 0 0 0 0 0
Debenture
Investment 0 0 0 0 0
Short Term
Investment 0 0 0 4,653,646 7,788,909
Other 0 0 0 0 0

Total Investment 72,690,319 91,390,319 110,790,319 83,596,046 88,788,909
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2064 the investment in this is nil. However the investment in bank fixed deposits
account in 20620 is more in comparison to 2061. But in the year 2062 it has been
increase and again in 2063 it has been decreased and again in 2064 the investment
has been increased. Similarly the investment done by the company in fixed
deposit of finance account is made only in the year 2061 and 2062. The area of
investment of this company is more narrow than other insurance companies
however the trend of total investment is increasing compared to previous year
except in last year i.e. 2064 B.S

Source: Balance Sheet of United Insurance Company (Nepal) Ltd from the
year 2060- 2064 B. S

The table 4.2 shows the investments made by United General Insurance
Company Ltd. in different year. In 2060/ 64 it has its investment in NS securities
and debenture, Bank Fixed Deposit and unspecified sector. It has the expansion of
investment in Fixed Deposit of Finance Account and share capital since 2061. No
investment was in short term in the year 2060 and 2061. But there is the
investment in short term investment since year 2062 which is in decreasing order

Table 4.2
Total Investment of United Insurance Company (Nepal) Ltd.

Investment 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064
NS Securities &
Debenture 1,104,000 10,717,064 13,988,500 5,500,000 16,682,849
Bank Fixed
Deposits Account 78,048,538 72,362,553 81,600,000 104,630,000 108,500,000
Fixed Deposit of
Finance Account 0 20,364,939 19,706,000 27,100,000 29,746,530

Share Investment 0 4,100,000 5,588,000 5,588,000 10,588,000
Debenture
Investment 0 0 3,870,000 3,870,000 3,870,000
Short Term
Investment 0 0 15,211,180 5,712,362 164,959

Other 4,100,000 3,571,428 3,571,428 3,571,824 173,123,765

Total Investment 83,252,538 111,115,984 143,535,108 155,972,186 342,676,103
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till 2064. The total investment of this insurance company is in increasing order
from 2060 B.S till 2064 B.S. The volume of investment is being increased in
coming year and the area of investment of the company is wider than Himalayan
General Insurance Company.

Table 4.3
Total Investment of Everest Insurance Company Ltd.

Investment 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064
NS Securities &
Debenture 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 0
Bank Fixed
Deposits Account 83,323,750 78,932,400 74,820,500 83,732,500 84,799,375
Fixed Deposit of
Finance Account 4,900,000 7,600,000 11,000,000 26,600,000 34,400,000

Share Investment 2,553,120 3,032,300 3,032,300 2,347,297 5,629,599
Debenture
Investment 0 0 0 4,000,000 4,000,000
Short Term
Investment 0 0 0 0 0

Other 0 0 0 3,571,429 3,571,429

Total Investment 115,776,870 114,564,700 113,852,800 145,251,226 132,400,403

Source: Balance Sheet of Everest Insurance Company (Nepal) Ltd from the
year 2060- 2064 B. S

The table 4.3 shows the investment pattern of Everest Insurance Company. It
looks that the investment policy of this company is very mush constant. It has it
investment in Ns securities & Debenture, Bank Fixed Deposit, Finance Fixed
Deposit and Share Investment in all 5 years. It can be seen that the volume of
investment has not fluctuated more in all options of investment. But the total
investment is in low downward slope stage. Everest insurance company has not
got investment in short term investment.

Table 4.4
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Source: Balance Sheet of Premiere Insurance Company (Nepal) Ltd from the
year 2060- 2064 B. S

The table 4.4 present the investment made by Premiere Insurance Company
Ltd in the year 2060 – 2064. it show the insurance company has only investment
in Ns securities and Debenture, Bank Fixed Deposit, Financial Fixed Deposit and
unspecified sectors in 2060. It has zero investment in Short Term in all year. It
has also expanded its investment in Share and Debenture from 2061 and remain
the same in the year 2062. But the share investment in 2063 and 2064 has been
increased. Similarly the debenture investment is also increased in 2064 B.S. The
total investment is in upward slope stage. And the composition of investment is
seem more satisfactory than Everest Insurance Company.

Table 4.5
Total Investment of Neco Insurance Company (Nepal) Ltd.

Investment 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064

Total Investment of Premiere Insurance(Nepal) Ltd.

Investment 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064
NS Securities &
Debenture 13,965,000 13,725,000 13,725,000 13,725,000 7,550,000

Bank Fixed Deposits
Account 21,535,000 31,435,000 40,135,000 43,035,000 55,945,000

Fixed Deposit of
Finance Account 10,382,307 13,616,000 15,755,234 19,282,990 19,710,500

Share Investment 4,101,981 4,164,981 4,164,981 6,200,981 6,225,181

Debenture Investment 0 2,790,000 2,790,000 2,790,000 6,790,000

Short Term Investment 0 0 0 0 0

Other 22,000,000 25,571,429 25,571,429 28,571,429 31,571,429

Total Investment 71,984,288 91,302,410 102,141,644 113,605,400 127,792,110
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NS Securities & Debenture 0 0 0 0 13,850,000

Bank Fixed Deposits
Account 100,000,000 97,000,000 97,525,000 97,525,000 73,600,000

Fixed Deposit of Finance
Account 0 0 0 0 0

Share Investment 0 0 0 0 0

Debenture Investment 0 0 0 0 0

Short Term Investment 0 0 0 0 0

Other 0 3,571,429 3,571,429 3,571,429 3,571,429

Total Investment 100,000,000 100,571,429 101,096,429 101,096,429 91,021,429

Source: Balance Sheet of Neco Insurance Company (Nepal) Ltd from the
year 2060- 2064 B. S

The table 4.5 presents the investment made by Neco Insurance Company Ltd
in 2060- 2064. The table shows that the company has only investment in Ns
Securities and Debenture and Bank Fixed Deposit Account. The Company had
not invested in Fixed Deposit of Finance Account, Share investment, Debenture,
Short Term Investment and Other unspecified sector. It also shows that
investment was increasing trend up to 2063 and again it decreased in 2064. The
composition of investment of Neco is the least among the sampled 5 insurance
company.

4.2 Investment to Total Assets:

Investment of insurance companies includes investment made in Ns
securities and debenture, bank fixed deposit account, financial company fixed
deposit account, share investment, debenture investment, short term investment,
mutual funds and other unspecified investment, total assets of insurance
companies include current assets, fixed assets and other. The percentage of
investment in total assets can be found easily form the investment to total assets
ratio.

Table 4.6
Investment to Total Assets of

Himalayan General Insurance Company Ltd
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Source: Balance Sheet of Himalayan General Insurance Company from the
year 2060- 2064 B. S

The table 4.6 shows that total investment and total assets and their
relationship in ratio. It shows that the investment was 55.89 %, 62.38%, 48.66% ,
44.65% and 44.81% in total assets in the year 2060 and respectively. There is a
fluctuation in the ratio of total investment and total assets. However the portion of
investment is increased in 2061 and then heavily fall in the year 2062 and
suddenly increased in 2063 and 2064.

Table 4.7
Investment to Total Assets of

United Insurance Company Ltd

Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064
Total
Investment 83,252,538 111,115,984 143,535,108 155,972,186 342,676,103

Total Assets 129,883,229 152,753,913 184,486,617 194,043,462 286,119,453

Ratiion (%) 64.10 72.74 77.80 80.38 119.77

Mean Ratio 82.96

Source: Balance Sheet of United Insurance Company from the year 2060-
2064 B. S

The table 4.7 represents the investment and total assets of United Insurance
Company in the year 2060- 2064 B.S. Total investment and total assets both are
in increasing trend from 2060-2064. The Ratio of investment is 64.10%, 72.74%,

Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064
Total
Investment 72,690,319 91,390,319 110,790,319 78,942,400 81,000,000

Total Assets 130,064,892 146,512,512 227,705,472 176,788,315 180,762,964

Ratiion (%) 55.89 62.38 48.66 44.65 44.81

Mean Ratio 51.28
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77.80%, 80.38%, and 119.77% in the year 2060, 2061, 2062, 2063, and 2064
respectively. It shows that the ratio of investment is increasing line.

Table 4.8
Investment to Total Assets of

Premiere Insurance Company Ltd

Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064
Total
Investment 71,984,288 90,252,410 102,141,644 113,605,400 132,400,403

Total Assets 120,175,053 151,342,423 156,755,841 191,680,205 196,352,940

Ratiion (%) 59.90 59.63 65.16 59.27 67.43

Mean Ratio 62.28

Source: Balance Sheet of United Insurance Company from the year 2060-
2064 B. S

The table 4.8 presents the total investment and total assets with the ratio of
investment out of total assets. The company had it highest ratio of investment in
the year 2064 i.e. 67.43%. From the year 2060, the ratio has been increasing till
the year 2062. Then suddenly it decreases in the year 2063. But it recover it again
the the year 2064 which is the highest ratio among the 5 years servey.

Table 4.9
Investment to Total Assets of

Everest Insurance  Company Ltd

Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064
Total
Investment 115,776,870 114,564,700 113,852,800 145,251,226 132,400,403
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Total Assets 299,388,250 304,671,324 274,891,738 341,309,433 387,905,798

Ratiion (%) 38.67 37.60 41.42 42.56 34.13

Mean Ratio 38.88

Source: Balance Sheet of Everest Insurance Company from the year 2060-
2064 B. S

The above table 4.9 shows the portion of investment in the total assets. It
seems that the percentage of investment is fluctuating in various year. It wad
38.67% in 2060 and 37.60% , 41.42%, 42.56% and 34.13% in the year 2061 and
respectively. The ratio is decreased in the year 2061 and again started to increase
up to the year 2063 and again decreases in the year 2064. Thus the policy of
investment is seems more fluctuating of the Everest Insurance Company.

Table 4.10
Investment to Total Assets of

Neco Insurance  Company Ltd

Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064
Total
Investment 100,000,000 100,571,429 101,096,429 101,096,429 91,021,429

Total Assets 173,561,419 190,170,298 196,575,210 186,220,085 151,138,046

Ratiion (%) 57.62 52.88 51.43 54.29 60.22

Mean Ratio 55.29

Source: Balance Sheet of Everest Insurance Company from the year 2060-
2064 B. S

The table 4.10 presents the statical data about the total investment and total assets
of Neco Company Ltd. This shows that the ratio of investment is 57.62%,
52.88%, 51.43%,54.29% and 60.22% in the year 2060, 2061, 2062, 2063 and
2064. The ratio in the year 2061 is decreased in comparison of the year 2060. In
the year 2062 the ratio is again decreased but suddenly it increases in 2063 and it
maintain the increasing trend in the year 2064.
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Table 4.11
The Summarized & Comparative Table of

Investment to Total Assets of all Companies in different years
Name of the Insurance companies Mean Ratio

Himalayan General Insurance Company 51.28 %

United Insurance Company 82.96%

Everest Insurance Company 38.88%

Premiere Insurance Company 62.28%

Neco Insurance Company 55.29%

The table 4.11 presents the all the mean value of investment in total assets. It
shows that the United Insurance Company is able to maintain the highest
investment portion to its assets, whereas Everest Insurance has the lowest
proportion of its assets in the form of investment. In this list the second highest
level of investment level after United Insurance Company is Premiere Insurance
Company and then Neco Insurance Company. After Neco Himalayan General
Insurance, Himalayan General insurance is on the line.

The sample insurance companies have obtained the following score from the
point of view of increasing profitability through its asset's investment.

Table 4.12

Scoring of the sampled Companies on its' efficient utilizing

Of asset to increase profitability
Name of the Insurance companies Score
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Himalayan General Insurance Company 2

United Insurance Company 5

Everest Insurance Company 1

Premiere Insurance Company 4

Neco Insurance Company 3

The table 4.12 shows the scoring of all sampled insurance companies from
the point of view of utilizing their asset to increasing profitabililty through it's
portion of investment. In this chart the United Insurance is in highest score.
Lilkewise Premiere Insurance company, Neco Insurance company, Himalayan
General Insurance company and at last Everest insurance company scored 4, 3, 2
and 1 respectively.

4.3 Profitability Ratio:

Profitability ratio shows the combined effects of liquidity, asset management
and debt management on operating results. It measures the earning of the
company for a certain period.

Return on Total Assets (ROA)

It is the ratio of net income to Total Assets. It measures the return on all
firms Assets after interest and taxes. Following is the formula used to compute
this ratio.

Net Income
Return on Total Assets (ROA) =

Total Assets

Table 4.13

Net Income to Total Assets of
Himalayan General Insurance Company Ltd
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Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064

Net Income 11,523,000 11,758,000 11,011,000 11,969,509 7,529,968
Total
Assets 130,064,892 1,146,512,512 227,705,472 176,788,315 180,762,964

ROA (%) 8.86 1.03 4.84 6.77 4.17

Mean Ratio 5.13

Source: Balance Sheet of Himalyan General Insurance Company from the
year 2060- 2064 B. S

In the above table it has showed that in 2060 the ROA is highest. But in
2061 the ROA decreased so rapidly as it reached up to 1.03%. Then suddenly it
increased up to 4.84% in 2062 and then in 2063 up to 6.77%. But suddenly it
again fell up to 4.17% in the year 2064

Table 4.14

Net Income to Total Assets of
United Insurance Company Ltd

Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064

Net Income 314,572 594,771 6,024,482 8,675,489 5,826,607
Total
Assets 129,883,229 152,753,913 184,486,617 194,043,462 286,119,453

ROA(%) 0.24 0.39 3.27 4.47 2.04

Mean Ratio 2.08

Source: Balance Sheet of United Insurance Company from the year 2060-
2064 B. S

The table 4.14 shows the ROA of United Insurance company ltd. in the
above table it has shown that the ROA is highest in the year 2063 and least in the
year 2060. The ROA has increased in 2061 up to 0.39% and then reached at the
level of 3.27%. Then it has increased up to the highest level i.e. 4.47% and then
decreases at the level of 2.04% in the year 2064.
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Table 4.15

Net Income to Total Assets of
Premiere Insurance Company Ltd

Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064

Net Income 5,966,000 7,536,000 14,005,637 13,061,006 55,296,789
Total
Assets 120,175,053 151,342,423 156,755,841 191,680,205 196,352,940

ROA (%) 4.96 4.98 8.93 6.81 28.16

Mean Ratio 10.77

Source: Balance Sheet of Premiere Insurance Company from the year 2060-
2064 B. S

In the above figure the ratio between Total Net income and Total assets of
premiere insurance has been shown. In the year 2060, the ratio is 4.96 % and just
remains the same in the year 2061. But suddenly it increases up to 8. 93 % in the
year 2062 and again decreases at the level of 6.81 % in the year 2063. Then
suddenly it increases at the level of 28.16 % in the year 2064 which is the highest
ratio among the 5 years survey.

Table 4.16

Net Income to Total Assets of
Everest Insurance  Company Ltd

Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064

Net Income 18,522,285 17,165,038 10,121,927 12,542,403 22,088,924
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Total
Assets 299,388,250 304,671,324 274,891,738 341,309,433 387,905,798

ROA (%) 6.19 5.63 3.68 3.67 5.69

Mean Ratio 4.97

Source: Balance Sheet of Everest Insurance Company from the year 2061-
2064 B. S

The above table 4.16 shows the portion of Net income and the total assets. It
seems that the percentage of investment is fluctuating in various year. It was
6.19% in 2060 and 5.63%, 3.68%, 3.67% and 5.69% in the year 2061 and vice
versa.. The ratio in the year 2060 is the highest ratio among the 5 years survey. It
then decreases up to the year 2063. But again it increases in the year 2064 and
reaches at the ratio of 5.69%.

Table 4.17

Net Income to Total Assets of
Neco Insurance  Company Ltd

Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064

Net Income 6,055,273 4,433,545 1,503,601 295,734 -5,515,681
Total
Assets 173,561,419 190,170,298 196,575,210 186,220,085 151,138,046

ROA (%) 3.49 2.33 0.76 0.16 -3.65

Mean Ratio 0.62

Source: Balance Sheet of Neco Insurance Company from the year 2060- 2064
B. S

The table 4.17 presents the statistical data about the total Net income and
total assets of Neco Company Ltd. This shows that the ratio of Net income is
3.49%, 2.33%, 0.76%, 0.16% and -3.65% in the year 2060, 2061, 2062, 2063 and
2064. The ratio in the year 2063 is decreased in comparison of the first 3 years i.e.
year 2060, 2061 and 2062. The ratio between Net income and Total assets of
Neco insurance company is in the decreasing state. In the last year i.e. in the year
2064 the ratio turns to negative i.e. – 3.65%.

Table 4.18
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The Summarized & Comparative Table of
Net Income to Total Assets of all Companies in different years

Name of the Insurance companies Mean Ratio
Himalayan General Insurance Company 5.13%

United Insurance Company 2.08%

Everest Insurance Company 4.97%

Premiere Insurance Company 10.77%

Neco Insurance Company 0.62%

The table 4.18 presents the Return on Total Assets of all the sampled
companies in the year 2060-2064 with the average of it. It shows that the Mean
Ratio of ROA of each companies. In the above figure Premiere Insurance
Company has the highest ratio of ROA. Then after that Himalayan General
Insurance Company has the highest ROA. After Himalayan General Insurance
Company, Everest Insurance Company has the highest ROA and then United
Insurance Company. In the above table, Neco Insurance Company has the least
ROA i.e. 0.62%. Overall the Premiere Insurance Company has performed better
than other insurance companies. It has the most effective utilization of asset than
other companies.

Table 4.19
Scoring of the sampled Companies on the basis of ROA

Name of the Insurance companies Score

Himalayan General Insurance Company 2

United Insurance Company 4

Everest Insurance Company 3

Premiere Insurance Company 1

Neco Insurance Company 5

The above table 4.19 shows that the best performance of Premiere
Insurance Company through the ROA. After that the Himalayan General
Insurance Company has obtained the no. 2 position being competitor of Premiere
Insurance Company. The Everest Insurance Company is in middle among 5
companies. And the United Insurance company and Neco Insurance Company
stand with 4,5 position with the very low performance in Return On Assets
(ROA).
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4.4 Liquidity Ratio

Liquidity management is the most important takes of any company. The
company should have adequate liquidity. On the lack of adequate liquidity of the
company may have to face in serious financial problems. Also, the companies
having excess liquidity will be reducing its' earning because keeping idle cash or
ban balance. So, liquidity management is most crucial. To achieve a goal, target,
profit the company should have an optimal liquidity.

Liquidity ratio represents liquidity position of a firm. Liquidity position is
calculated by companying firm's current assets and current liabilities. It may vary
based in nature of business. Liquidity measures how much is on hand that can be
converted to cash to pay the bills. It denotes ability for payment of short term
liabilities.

Basically there are two types of liquidity ratio.

Current Assets
1. Current Ratio =

Current Liabilities

Current Assets- Stock- Prepaid Expenses
2. Liquid Ratio =

Current Liabilities

The stock/ inventory and prepaid expenses can't be converted to the cash as
early as the company need. Thus in liquid ratio these two items of current asset
has been excluded.

To measure the liquidity position of the company the Liquid Ratio can be
more reliable. In General sense, the 1:1 liquid ratio is most appropriate. The
liquidity ratio of different insurance companies in different year is shown below.

Table 4.20
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Source: Balance Sheet of Himalayan General Insurance Company from the
year 2060- 2064 B. S

In the above figure it shows relationship between Liquid assets and current
liabilities. In the above table, the liquid ratio is probably in increasing order. In

the year 2060 B.S, the liquid ratio is 1.18%. But is has decreased to 0.87% in the
year 2061 B.S. And again it has decreased at the ratio of 0.52% in the year 2062
B.S. But suddenly it has increased at 1.17% in the year 2063 and 1.23% in the
year 2064 B.S.

Table 4.21

Liquidity Ratio of
Himalayan General Insurance Company Ltd

Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064
Current
Liabilities

31,766,393 45,230,593 116,257,274 31,913,912 27,926,326

Liquid Asssets
37,559,279 39,562,213 60,963,216 37,383,798 34,325,643

Liquid Ratio 1.18 0.87 0.52 1.17 1.23
Mean Liquidity
Ratio 1.00
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Source: Balance Sheet of United Insurance Company from the year 2060-
2064 B. S

The table 4.21 also shows the liquidity ratio of liquid assets and the current
liabilities of United Insurance Company Ltd. it has shows that the liquidity ratio
of United Insurance has been in decreasing order from the year 2060 to 2064 B.S.
The liquidity ratio is highest in the year 2060 B.S. and has the least in the year
2064 B.S.

Table 4.22

Source: Balance Sheet of Premiere Insurance Company from the year 2060-
2064 B. S

The liquidity ratio has been taken out from the ratio between the liquid
assets and the current liabilities of the Premiere Insurance Company Ltd. In the
above figure the liquidity ratio seems to be in the same line. It has not fluctuated

Liquidity Ratio of
United Insurance Company Ltd

Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064
Current
Liabilities 11,560,251 33,428,579 54,531,006 61,380,580 132,990,963

Liquid Asssets
23,258,743 31,624,775 28,275,033 17,903,567 23,466,018

Liquid Ratio 2.01 0.95 0.52 0.29 0.18
Mean Liquidity
Ratio 0.79

Liquidity Ratio of
Premiere Insurance Company Ltd

Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064
Current
Liabilities

43,680,923 66,476,551 50,334,217 69,940,458 61,849,042

Liquid Asssets 26,678,080 40,314,341 31,354,841 55,634,914 43,899,064

Liquid Ratio 0.61 0.61 0.62 0.80 0.71
Mean Liquidity
Ratio 0.67
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so much. In the year 2063 B.S, the ratio is seems to be high an in the year 2060
and 20641 B.S. the ratio is lowest.

Table 4.23
Liquidity Ratio of

Everest Insurance  Company Ltd

Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064
Current
Liabilities

136,812,800 132,711,223 90,330,542 108,614,383 139,602,552

Liquid Asssets
133,603,865 111,723,020 82,302,867 121,328,312 130,134,273

Liquid Ratio 0.98 0.84 0.91 1.12 0.93
Mean Liquidity
Ratio 0.96

Source: Balance Sheet of Everest Insurance Company from the year 2060-
2064 B. S

The table 4.23 shows the liquidity ratio of the Everest Insurance Company
Ltd. The above table shows that the liquidity ratio has been in increasing and
decreasing order simultaneously. The liquidity ratio in the year 2063 B.S is higher
and in the year 2061 B.S the liquidity ratio is lowest.

Table 4.24
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Source: Balance Sheet of Neco Insurance Company from the year 2060- 2064
B. S

In the above figure the liquid ratio is high in the year 2061 and it
simultaneously decreases up to the year 2064. In the year 2061 the highest liquid
ration is 0.89% whereas the lowest liquid ratio is in the year 2060 as 079%. The
mean liquidity ratio among 5 years is 0.84%

4.5 Trend Analysis of Net Profit

The trend analysis is the major tool for forecasting. It is the process of
estimating the value for the future on the basis of the past trend. Thus Trend
Analysis of Net Profit forecast the Net profit5 of insurance companies of future
on the profit available on the balance sheet of these companies of last 5 years.

The net profit of insurance companies calculated after subtracted the
expenses form its' gross income. The main source of earning of insurance
companies is the insurance premium collected from different insurance policy.
The insurance premium is collected form different insurance policies such as fire
insurance, marine insurance, aviation insurance, motor insurance and
miscellaneous, non life insurance. Another source of earning is the earned interest
on investment or loan. The Trend line for trend analysis is:

Y=a+ bx…………………(i)

Where,
Y= dependent variable

Liquidity Ratio of
Neco Insurance  Company Ltd

Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064

Current Liabilities 82,830,657 91,310,827 98,056,442 86,817,832 54,847,935

Liquid Asssets 65,354,907 81,425,670 84,286,949 72,973,771 45,361,135

Liquid Ratio 0.79 0.89 0.86 0.84 0.83
Mean Liquidity
Ratio 0.84
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x= X- middle year. a= y- intercept
b= slope of trend line or annual growth rate

The two normal equations estimating for a and b are:

Σy=na+ bΣx………………………(ii)

Σxy=aΣx+ bΣx2 …………………(iii)

Since Σx=0, the equation (ii) and (iii) becomes
Σy Σxy

a= And b=
n Σx2

substituting these values of a & b in equation (i), required equation of trend line is

yc= a+ bx

Table 4.25
Trend Analysis of Profit of Himalayan General Insurance

Companies
(00,000)

Year
(X)

Profit
(y) x= X-2062 X2 xy

Trend values
yc=a+bx

2060 60 -2 4 -1200 331.2
2061 119 -1 1 -119 243.8
2062 214 0 0 0 156.4
2063 333 1 1 333 69
2064 56 2 4 112 -18.4

Σy=782 Σx=0 Σx2=10 Σxy=-874 Σyc=782

Source: Balance Sheet of Himalayan General Insurance Company from the
year 2060- 2064 B. S

Now,

Σy 782
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a= = =   156.4
n 5

Σxy -874
b= = = -87.4

Σx2 10

On the basis of above calculation, we can predict future earning of company.

Thus the future earning of Himalayan General Insurance Company will be as
below:

When x= 2065
yc= 156.4-87.4(2065-2062)

= -105.8 i.e -10,580,000

When x= 2066
yc= 156.4-87.4(2066- 2062)

= -193.2 i.e -19,320,000

When x= 2067
yc= 156.4-87.4(2067 -2062)

= -280.6 i.e -28,060,000

Table 4.26
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Trend Analysis of Profit of United Insurance Companies
(00,000)

Year
(X)

Profit
(Y)

x=
X-2062 X2 xy Trend values yc=a+bx

2060 3 -2 4 -6 15.4
2061 6 -1 1 -6 24.4
2062 60 0 0 0 33.4
2063 98 1 1 98 42.4
2064 1 2 4 4 51.4

Σy=167 Σx=0 Σx2=10 Σxy=90 Σyc=167

Source: Balance Sheet of United Insurance Company from the year 2060-
2064 B. S

Now,
Σy 167

a= = = 33.4
n 5

Σxy 90
b= = = 9

Σx2 10

On the basis of above calculation, we can predict future earning of company.

Thus the future earning of United Insurance Company will be as below:
When x= 2065

yc= 33.4+9(2065-2062)
= 60.4 i.e. 6,040,000

When x= 2066
yc= 33.4+9 (2066- 2062)

= 69.4 i.e. 6,940,000
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When x= 2067
yc= 33.4+9 (2067 -2062)

= 78.4 i.e. 7,840,000

Table 4.27
Trend Analysis of Profit of Premiere Insurance Companies

(00,000)
Year
(X)

Profit
(y)

x=
X-2062 X2 xy Trend values yc=a+bx

2060 43 -2 4 -86 74.6
2061 81 -1 1 -81 92.5
2062 180 0 0 0 110.4
2063 310 1 1 310 128.3
2064 18 2 4 36 146.2

Σy=552 Σx=0 Σx2=10 Σxy=179 Σyc=552

Source: Balance Sheet of Premiere Insurance Company from the year 2060-
2064 B. S

Now,
Σy 552

a= = = 110.40
n 5

Σxy 179
b= = = 17.90

Σx2 10

On the basis of above calculation, we can predict future earning of company.

Thus the future earning of Premiere Insurance Company will be as below:
When x= 2065

yc= 110.40+17.9(2065-2062)
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= 164.10 i.e. 16,410,000

When x= 2066
yc= 110.40+17.9(2066- 2062)

= 182 i.e. 18,200,000

When x= 2067
yc=110.40+17.9(2067-2062)

= 199.90 i.e. 19,990,000

Table 4.28
Trend Analysis of Profit of Everest Insurance Company

(00,000)
Year
(X)

Profit
(y)

x=
X-2062 X2 xy Trend values yc=a+bx

2060 116 -2 4 -232 161.4
2061 223 -1 1 -223 117.4
2062 15 0 0 0 73.4
2063 11 1 1 11 29.4
2064 2 2 4 4 -14.6

Σy=367 Σx=0 Σx2=10 Σxy=-440 Σyc=367

Source: Balance Sheet of Everest Insurance Company from the year 2060-
2064 B. S

Now,
Σy 367

a= = = 73.40
n 5

Σxy -440
b= = = -44

Σx2 10
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On the basis of above calculation, we can predict future earning of company.

Thus the future earning of Everest Insurance Company will be as below:
When x= 2065

yc= 73.40-44(2065-2062)
=-58.60 i.e. 5,860,000

When x= 2066
yc=73.40-44 (2066- 2062)

= -102.60 i.e. 10,260,000
When x= 2067

yc= 73.40-44 (2067-2062)
= -146.60 i.e. 146,600,000

Table 4.29
Trend Analysis of Profit of Neco Insurance Company

(00,000)
Year
(X)

Profit
(y)

x=
X-2062 X2 xy Trend values yc=a+bx

2060 61 -2 4 -122 68.2
2061 44 -1 1 -44 40.9
2062 15 0 0 0 13.6
2063 3 1 1 3 -13.7
2064 -55 2 4 -110 -41

Σy=68 Σx=0 Σx2=10 Σxy=-273 Σyc=68

Source: Balance Sheet of Neco Insurance Company from the year 2060- 2064
B. S

Now,
Σy 68

a= = = 13.60
n 5
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Σxy -273
b= = = -27.3

Σx2 10

On the basis of above calculation, we can predict future earning of company.

Thus the future earning of Neco Insurance Company will be as below:

When x= 2065
yc= 13.60-27.3(2065-2062)

=-68.3 i.e 6830,000

When x= 2066
yc= 13.60-27.3(2066- 2062)

= -95.60 i.e 9560,000

When x= 2067
yc= 13.60-27.30(2067-2062)

=-122.9 i.e 12,290,000

4.6 Correlation Co- efficient Analysis

Two variables are said to have' correlation', when they are so related that the
change in the value of one variable is accompanied by the change in the value of
the other. For examples, increase in advertisement expenditure is accompanied by
increase in sale. The measure of correlation called the ' correlation coefficient'
summarizes in one figure, the degree and direction of movement. Thus the
correlation co-efficient is s statistical measure of the relationship, if any between
series of numbers representing data of any kind.

The correlation coefficient only helps in determining the extent to which the
two variables are correlated but it does not tell us about cause and effect
relationship. Though, there is a high degree of correlation between two variable
one can not say which one is the cause and which one the effect.

One of the widely used mathematical methods of calculating the correlation
coefficient between two variables is Karl Pearson's coefficient. It is denoted by
rxy or simply r is defines b,
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Cov (X,Y)
r = ……………………..(i)

Var(X) Var(Y)

Where,

Cov (XY)= n Σ(X-X)(Y- Y)

X, Y being the arithmetic average of X series and Y series respectively. The
formula (i) can be put in the following forms.

Σxy
r = ……………………………….(ii)

Σx2 Σy2

Where,
x = X-X

y = Y- Y

Σxy ………………………………….(iii)
r = nσxσy

where,

σx and σy are Standard Deviation of X and Y series respectively.

And,

Correlation Coefficient

nΣXY -ΣXΣY
r =

nΣX2 – (ΣX) 2 nΣY2- (ΣY) 2
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The correlation coefficient (r) lies between + 1. When r= 1, there is
positively perfect correlation between the two variable. When r= -1, there is a
negatively perfect correlation between the tow variable and when r= 0, the
variables are uncorrelated. Thus nearer the value of r to +1, closer will be the
relationship between two variables and nearer the value of r to 0, lesser will be the
relationship.

Table 4.30
Comparative Correlation Coefficient between

Total Investment & Total Assets
Name of Comapany Correlation Coefficient (r)
Hiamalyan General Insurance Company 0.77
United Insurance Company 0.009
Premiere Insurance Company 0.24
Everest Insurance Company 0.01
Neco Insurance Company 0.92

The Table 4.30 presents the correlation coefficient value of all the sample
companies. The two variables are Total investment & Total Assets. The valued of
r is positive for all companies; it means there is positive correlation between
Investment and Assets. In another words, when there is increase in Total
Investment, there is also increase in Total Assets and vice- versa.

In the above table Himalayan General Insurance Company and Neco
Insurance Company has higher correlation i.e. 0.77 and 0.92 respectively than
others. It means the investment and asset of these companies are highly and
positively correlated each other. Small changes in investment made the change in
assets and vice versa.

Same as the Premiere Insurance Company’s correlation coefficient between
investment and asset is 0.24; whereas Everest Insurance Company has 0.01. And
0.009 is of United Insurance Company which is the least correlated value among
all. The Total Investment and Total asset of Himalayan Company and Neco
Company’s are less correlated than Premiere Insurance Company but higher
correlated than United Insurance Company. Thus, the degree of relationship
between total investment and total assets of the sampled company’s are different.
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Table 4.31
Comparative Correlation Coefficient between
Total Investment  & Net Premium Collection

Name of Comapany Correlation Coefficient (r)
Hiamalyan General Insurance Company -0.47
United Insurance Company 0.86
Premiere Insurance Company 0.62
Everest Insurance Company 0.02
Neco Insurance Company -0.21

Table 4.31 shows the correlation coefficient between total investment and
Net Premium collection of 5 insurance companies. The two variables are
Investment and Premium collection. The correlation coefficient between
Investment and Premium is positively correlated of all company except
Himalayan General Insurance and Neco Insurance Company. When there is
increase in the premium collection, the volume of investment is also increased.
The value of correlation coefficient of United Insurance Company is r nearer to 1.
Small change in one variable (investment or premium collection) makes effect in
another.

But the value of Correlation Coefficient of Himalayan General Insurance
and Neco Insurance has the negative value. It means the relationship between
investment and premium collection move in the opposite direction i.e. the
increase in premium collection decrease in investment and vice versa.

Table 4.32
Comparative Correlation Coefficient between

Total Liquidity & Net Premium Collection
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Name of Comapany Correlation Coefficient (r)
Himalayan General Insurance Company -0.25
United Insurance Company -0.35
Premiere Insurance Company 0.74
Everest Insurance Company -0.01
Neco Insurance Company 0.19

The table 4.32 shows the correlation coefficient between Total Liquidity &
Net Premium collections of insurance companies. The Correlation Coefficient of
premiere Insurance and Neco Insurance Company is positive whereas Himalayan
General Insurance, United Insurance and Everest Insurance Company obtain the
negative correlation coefficient between their Liquidity and Premium collection.

Note: Premium income means the premium after deduction of the re-
insurance premium paid from total collected premium.

4.7 Major Findings of the study

The major findings of this study have been summarized below on the basis
of the above presentation and analysis of data:

 The area of investment of insurance companies is found much tapered like
all the eggs are in same basket. Most portion of investment is in NS
securities & debenture, Bank Fixed Account and Finance Fixed account and
share.

 The insurance companies are being disabled to explore the area of
investment in high income generating sector like short- term investment,
debenture of other companies except United Insurance Company.

 The insurance companies seem not wanting to make a risk in their
investment.

 The volume of investment of most of the companies is fluctuating up and
down excessively.

 The trend of future earning of the insurance companies is found satisfactory
except Everest and Neco Insurance Company.
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 The Return on Asset of Himalayan and Premiere Company is found very
much Satisfactory but Neco and United are in miserable condition.

 The major field for insurance business is Fir insurance, Marine insurance,
Aviation insurance, motor insurance, Engineering and Contractor Risk
insurance.

 The liquidity position of the Himalayan, Everest and Neco Company is near
on the Industry level. But Premiere and United insurance company are very
poor in maintaining their liquidity position.

 The correlation coefficient between Investment and Total Assets of all the
sampled insurance companies is positively correlated.

 The correlation coefficient between Total Liquidity and Net Premium of
Premiere and United Insurance is positively correlated whereas Himalayan
General, United and Everest have negatively correlated.

 The correlation coefficient between Total Investment and Net Premium of
Himalayan, United, Premiere and Everest Insurance company is positively
correlated but the Neco Insurance Company has negative correlation.

CHAPTER FIVE

Summary, Conclusion and Recommendation

Summary
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Insurance is a mechanism that ensures an individual to thrive on adverse
consequences by compensating the individual, his/ her loss financially. Every
individual in the world and all activities connected with him/ her be it life,
profession, business, travel or any other pursuits are subject to unforeseen and
uncalled for hazards or dangers. The benefits that an individual enjoys in his life
by owning a car or a house or a factory can be snatched by sudden accident which
can render even the individual immobile, and his family vulnerable. At this
critical juncture, only insurance helps him not only to survive but recover his
losses and continue his life in a normal manner, which would otherwise be
unthinkable.

Every business is a risky business and yet, it is an opportunity for profit and
progress. Risk management activity however has a tendency to focus on financial
strategies to deal with financial risks, disregarding operational risks with no
strategy. Risk management has always been closely identified as an integral part
in the insurance industry. The major preoccupation the insurance industry has
been with indemnification of risk and their exposure, their evaluation and the
consequences of risk and their exposure, their evaluation and the consequences of
happening of unlikely events resulting financial costs of them. The precise role of
the insurance industry is to works as risk carriers. The measurement of risk
exposure borne by them and thereof, is often based on recognized insurance
principles, their vast experience of writing similar type of risks, and a trained
mind to spot risk exposures and evaluation their consequences, by using powerful
tools and techniques of analysis.

Thus the insurance is way of outsourcing risk exposure. This is an era of
outsourcing as a key to efficient operation, so that managements can concentrate
on doing what they are primarily meant for.

Life insurance is the contract under the insurer undertakes the responsibility
to pay a certain sum of money either on death of the insured or on the expiry of
fixed period in consideration of premium. It is a means of securing & investing.
The other insurance developing now days are marine insurance, fire insurance,
aviation insurance, motor insurance, health insurance, education insurance etc.

The evolution of insurance dated back as early as the commencement of
trade started in European countries. The insurance activities in Nepal were
executed by Indian Insurance Companies prior to 2007.

Rastriya Beema Corporation was introduced by Government under
insurance act 2025 B.S. today there are 21 insurance companies are operating in
Nepal. Among them only 4 insurance companies are working as pure- life
insurance, 1 i.e. Rastriya Beema Sansthan is working as both life and non- life
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insurance policy. And other 16 insurance companies are operating their business
as non- life insurance. Among them 5 insurance companies are sampled in this
study. They are Himalayan General Insurance, United Insurance, Premiere
Insurance, Everest Insurance and Neco Insurance. Their major field for insurance
business is Fire insurance, Marine Insurance, Aviation insurance, Motor
insurance, Engineering and Contractor Risk insurance.

Conclusion:

The following conclusion is made from this study.

The large proportion of investment contributed to increase profitability.
Thus it can be said that Neco Insurance Company is efficient in utilizing its assets
which increase its profitability. And the Everest Insurance Company has utilized
its assets in least form to earn the profit among the five companies.

 The main source of income of insurance companies is the premium collected form
different policies as well as the interest made on investment.

 The main area of investment of insurance companies is NS Securities & Loan
paper and Bank Fixed Deposit. The companies are not investment in real state and
mutual funds.

 The volume of investment is very much volatile. The company has not obtained
the better policy of investment as per the situation and time.

 The trend of earning of the companies is found more satisfactory thus it is in
increasing trend. However the Himalayan General Insurance, Everest and Neco
Company performance is being poorer towards the 2064/ 2065.

 The company are failed to make short term financing thus their liquidity position
is not satisfactory.

 The Return on Asset is 5.13, 2.08, 10.77, 4.97 and 0.62 of Himalayan Insurance,
United Insurance, Premiere Insurance, Everest Insurance and Neco Insurance
respectively. The data shows that the Himalayan and Premiere have high level of
Return on their assets. But Neco is very weak in this comparison. It means the
company has not got better policy for the utilization of the assets.
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 Average Liquidity Ration is 1:1, 1:0.79, 1: 67, 1:0.96 and 1:0.84 of the Himalyan,
United, Premiere, Everest and Neco Insurance companies respectively. It shows
that only the Himalayan and United Company are maintaining the liquidity
position.

 Prepaid- Expenses are seems very higher and regular in every year in all of the
companies except United Insurance Company.

 0.77, 0.009, 0.24, 0.01 and 0.92 are the correlation coefficient between
Investment and Total asset of Himalayan Insurance, United Insurance, Premiere
Insurance, Everest Insurance and Neco Insurance respectively. It presents that all
the companies has positive correlation with their investment and total asset thus
the value of correlation is +1. It means the increase or decreasing in total
investment also make increase or decreasing in total asset respectively and vice-
versa.

 Himalayan General, United and Everest Insurance companies are failed to
maintain their liquidity position with the increase in premium collection. As the
correlation coefficient between Liquidity and Premium collection is found
negative of these three companies.

 Himalayan General insurance company and Neco Insurance Company could not
maintain proper investment policy thus the correlation coefficient between
Investment and Premium collection is negatively correlated i.e. when the
premium collection increases, the company’s total investment seems falling
down.

Recommendation

Based on the presentation and analysis of data and on major findings of this
project, following recommendations have been presented.

 Most of the insurance companies are diverting substantial funds on limited area
only i.e. Government Securities & Debenture, and Bank Fixed Deposit Account.
They are making secured investment with lower rate of return. So, the insurance
companies are suggested to explore some new area of investment where they can
have higher rate of return like real estate, mutual fund and others.

 The insurance companies must invest in short term financing to maintain proper
liquidity position as well as to be ready to access immediately spend able funds at
reasonable cost.
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 The insurance companies must give proper attention on their Investment Policy.
They are being disabled to increase their ROA as they should be. They must
introduce the portfolio management system to increase their earning from
investment without increasing the degree of risk, which is possible through
diversification of risk.

 The insurance company should have to maintain proper liquidity position because
they are bound to pay the insured amount if case comes. The insurance companies
will be paralyzed if the emergency funding problem arises ahead, however the
companies are able to maintain the normal level of liquidity. Thus the companies
should also invest in short term investment and most maintain their liquidity level
those which are below the standard level specially Premiere and Everest
Insurance company.

 ROA of Everest and Neco Company are in very miserable condition. So, these
companies are suggested to improve earning of the company. They are suggested
to utilize the assets more profitable.

 The projected future earning of the Everest and Neco Insurance company is seems
towards decreasing and negative. Their operative expenses also seem higher than
other companies. They must explore the reason behind it and must review on their
overall policy and update with the current thread and opportunity. If not, these
two companies will be unable to maintain the present level of earning after all.

 All of the insurance companies’ correlation co- efficient between Total
Investment and Total Assets is positively correlated in high degree. Thus the
companies must analyze this while decreasing or increasing their investment
level. Because small change in investment effect proper change in total assets.

 The insurance companies have to analysis the volume of premium collection with
their liquidity and investment. The must address the liquidity and investment
position with the increase or decrease in premium collection.
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APPENDIX-I

Return on Total Assets
Of all Sampled Companies in the year 2060-2064

Return on Total Assets (ROA) = NetIncome
TotalAssets

Company I/A 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064 Average
ROA

Net
Income 11,523,000 11,758,000 11,011,000 11,969,509 7,529,968
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Himalayan Total
Assets 130,064,892 1,146,512,512 227,705,472 176,788,315 180,762,964

5.13

ROA

8.86 1.03 4.84 6.77 4.17

United

Net
Income 314,572 594,771 6,024,482 8,675,489 5,826,607

Total
Assets 129,883,229 152,753,913 184,486,617 194,043,462 286,119,453

2.08

ROA

0.24 0.39 3.27 4.47 2.04

Premiere

Net
Income 5,966,000 7,536,000 14,005,637 13,061,006 55,296,789

Total
Assets 120,175,053 151,342,423 156,755,841 191,680,205 196,352,940 10.77

ROA

4.96 4.98 8.93 6.81 28.16

Everest

Net
Income 18,522,285 17,165,038 10,121,927 12,542,403 22,088,924

Total
Assets 299,388,250 304,671,324 274,891,738 341,309,433 387,905,798

4.97

ROA

6.19 5.63 3.68 3.67 5.69

Neco

Net
Income 6,055,273 4,433,545 1,503,601 295,734 -5,515,681

Total
Assets 173,561,419 190,170,298 196,575,210 186,220,085 151,138,046

0.62

ROA

3.49 2.33 0.76 0.16 -3.65

APPENDIX-II

Liquidity Ratio of Himalayan Insurance Companies

For the year 2060-2064

2060                   2061                   2062                  2063                   2064                 Total

Current Liabilities
Short Term
Loan

8,728,388 8,728,388
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Claim 7,972,571 4,564,251 3,806,308 5,125,859 10,532,183 32,001,172

Payable re-
insurance

20,880,743 23,189,302 38,443,612 15,390,683 14,881,677 112,787,017

Dividend 995,480 995,480

Underwriter
Commission

2,913,079 3,671,125 2,701,589 2,668,982 2,512,466 9,206,241

S. Creditor 54,357,063 54,357,063

Others 12,810,435 16,948,702 29,759,137

Total Current
Liabilities

31,766,393 45,230,593 116,257,272 31,913,912 27,926,326 153,091,496

Liquid Assets

Bank And
Cash Bal

3,793,428 1,799,571 2,681,836 4,653,646 7,788,909 20,717,390

Earned Interest 1,710,057 1,515,853 758,753 738,043 4,722,706

Other Earned 2,351,491 6,113,967 8,465,458

Pre-Advance 2,645 2,645

S. Debtors 29,701,658 30,132,822 58,281,380 31,974,399 25,798,69
1

175,888,950

Total Liquid
Assets

37,559,279 39,562,213 60,963,216 37,383,798 34,325,64
3

172,594,149

Liquid Ratio 1.18 0.87 0.52 1.17 1.23

APPENDIX-III

Liquidity Ratio of United Insurance Companies

For the Year 2059-2063

2060                   2061                   2062                2063                   2064                 Total

Current Liabilities
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Short Term
Loan

Claim 5,532,370 5,735,766 8,023,036 10,706,889 15,249,280 45,247,341

Payable re-
insurance

3,280,062 15,287,111 29,847,809 22,973,447 88,660,314 160,048,743

Dividend 3,369,848 1,821,575 18,866,295 12,000,000 35,057,718

Underwriter
Commission

2,747,819 2,166,442 3,101,360 3,608,646 4,117,611 15,741,878

S. Creditor

Others 6,869,412 11,737,226 5,225,303 12,963,758 36,795,699

Total
Current
Liabilities

11,560,251 33,428,579 54,531,006 61,380,580 132,990,963 292,892,397

Quick Assets

Bank And
Cash Bal

2,648,699 3,365,932 1,913,701 9,373,991 7,248,165 24,550,488

Earned
Interest

1,160,568 856,253 2,016,821

Other
Earned

3,397,290 926,822 1,878,404 2,698,045 8,900,561

Advance to
Staff

803,869 1,403,523 962,131 1,147,566 1,247,265 5,564,354

Deposit 8,487,574 5,253,369 163,161 170,275 223,148 14,297,527

S. Debtors 10,158,033 17,348,408 24,309,218 5,333,331 12,049,396 69,198,386

Total Quick
Assets

23,258,743 31,624,775 28,275,033 17,903,567 23,466,018 124,528,136

Quick Ratio 2.01 0.95 0.52 0.29 0.18

APPENDIX-IV

Liquidity Ratio of Primiere Insurance Companies

For the Year 2060-2064

2060                   2061                 2062               2063               2064          Total

Current Liabilities

Short Term
Loan

36,508,376 58,905,130 41,832,544 62,733,097 52,546,210 253,525,357
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Claim

Payable re-
insurance

Dividend 3,005,120 2,636,996 2,393,722 2,142,408 3,741,868 13,920,114

Underwriter
Commission

5,78,569 410,336 298,114 304,067 376,529 1,967,615

S. Creditor 3,588,858 4,524,089 5,772,667 4,755,811 5,175,579 23,817,004

Others 37,170 5,075 8,856 51,101

Total
Current
Liabilities

43,680,923 66,476,551 50,334,217 69,940,458 61,849,042 292,281,191

Quick Assets

Bank And
Cash Bal

618,061 4,398,700 8,365,794 2,658,115 32,765,084 48,805,754

Earned
Interest

2,973,857 2,449,940 1,169,022 2,825,305 1,093,898 10,512,022

Other
Earned

16,999,137 29,450,055 17,372,882 45,808,978 8,870,984 91,996,986

Advance to
Staff

1,039,817 1,364,704 1,378,498 1,359,425 898,498 6,040,942

Deposit 193,500 203,500 206,900 237,900 248,600 10,090,400

Other 3,140,716 3,140,716

S. Debtors 1,712,992 2,447,442 2,861,745 2,745,191 1,868,339 11,635,709

Total Quick
Assets

26,678,080 40,314,341 31,354,841 55,634,914 43,899,064 197,881,240

Quick Ratio 0.61 0.61 0.62 0.80 0.71

APPENDIX-V

Liquidity Ratio of Everest Insurance Companies

For the Year 2060-2064 B.S

2060                   2061                 2062               2063               2064                   Average

Current Liabilities
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Short Term
Loan

12,052,731 6,784,620 13,416,993 15,924,605 12,365,486 60,544,435

Payable re-
insurance

83,508,318 82,523,063 8,149,287 26,619,613 104,398,405 305198,686

Dividend 30,000,000 2,555,760 2,382,125 1,561,584 36,499,469

Underwriter
Commission

8,195,271 7,445,366 8,149,287 4,239,077 3,630,901 31,659,902

S. Creditor 3,056,480 1,290,425 42,449,993 47,238,413 6,594,285 100,629,596

Others 34,667,749 15,609,222 12,210,550 10,951,891 42,238,412

Total
Current
Liabilities

136,812,800 132,711,223 90,330,542 108,614,383 139,602,552 608,071,500

Quick Assets

Bank And
Cash Bal

58,179,605 42,137,167 17,494,754 25,652,664 56,611,560 200,075,750

Earned
Interest

871,102 1,297,163 1,548,722 1,318,048 2,050,973 7,086,008

Other
Earned

Advance to
Staff

725,783 2,166,455 1,298,545 984,620 1,170,838 4,117,541

Other
Advance

57,130 246,559 560,101 1,009,950 993,961 2,817,701

Other 26,681,258 22,866,920 13,652,448 22,849,690 2,972,469 86,347,585

S. Debtors 47,088,987 43,008,756 47,748,297 69,513,340 66,334,472 272,693,852

Total Quick
Assets

133,603,865 111,723,020 82,302,867 121,328,312 130,134,273 579,092,337

Quick Ratio 0.98 0.84 0.91 1.12 0.93

APPENDIX-VI

Liquidity Ratio of Neco Insurance Companies

For the Year 2060-2064

2060                   2061                 2062               2063               2064          Average

Current Liabilities
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Short Term
Loan

110,940,189 121,161,064 13,146,339 5,881,175 106,510,668.20

Claims 9809593 10621285 9466938

Payable re-
insurance

46623255 45807859 24279774 0.00

Dividend 2,160,738 5,000,000 432,147.60

Underwriter
Commission

1330577 633896 1054863 0.00

S. Creditor 12284374 15435835 7218748 0.00

Others 6,181,028.00

Total Current
Liabilities

110,940,189 152,066,204 148,344,755 119,073,373 113,123,843.80

Quick Assets

Bank And
Cash Bal

55,073,142 153,177,832 17,570,882 9,479,237 15,940,19
9

77,638,804.00

Installment
Premium

5,532,834 5,003,288 5,273,745 856,171

Earned Interest 2,620,202 1,196,868.20

Other Earned 1,509,722 18,711,085 1,741,400 4,540,110.00

Advance to
Staff

7,968,177 6,101,309 5,516,209 5,994,051 6,762,666.80

Other Advance 4,571,114 4,848,358 4,737,802 3,043,408.00

Other 0.00

S. Debtors 203,314 2,477,786 2,875,203 1,668,539.00

Total Quick
Assets

71,397,669 170,363,315 99,317,929 106,689,996 98,012,369.40

Quick Ratio 0.64 1.12 0.67 0.90 0.91

APPENDIX-VII

Correlation coefficient between Investments and Total Assets of

Himalayan General Insurance Company
(00’ in million)

Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064 Sum (Σ)
Investment(X) 72.69 91.39 110.79 78.94 81.00 434.81
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Assets(Y) 130.06 146.51 227.71 176.79 180.76 861.83

X2 5283.84 8352.13 12274.42 6231.52 6561 38702.91

Y2 16915.60 21465.18 51851.84 31254.70 32674.18 154161.50

XY 9454.06 13389.55 25227.99 13955.80 14641.56 76668.96

nΣXY- ΣXΣY
Correlation Coefficient =

nΣX2 (ΣX)2 nΣY2 (ΣY)2

5(76668.96) - (434.81) (861.83)
=

5 (38702.91) (434.81)2 5(154161.50) (861.83)2

383344.8 374732.30
=

193514.55 189059.74 770807.50 74275095

8612.50
=

4454.81                    28056.55

8612.50
=

66.74 X  167.50

=          0.77

Correlations Co. efficient = 0.77

Appendix- VIII

Correlation Coefficient between Total Investments and Total Assets of
United Insurance Company

(00’ in million)
Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064 Sum
Investment(X) 83.25 111.12 143.54 155.97 342.68 836.56
Assets(Y) 129.83 152.75 184.49 194.04 286.12 947.23
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X2 6930.56 12347.65 20603.73 24326.64 117429.58 181638.16
Y2 16855.83 23332.56 34036.56 37651.52 81864.65 193741.12
XY 10808.35 16973.58 26481.69 30264.42 98047.60 182575.64

nΣXY- ΣXΣY
Correlation Coefficient =

nΣX2 (ΣX)2 nΣY2 (ΣY)2

5(18257.64) - (836.56) (947.23)
=

5 (181638.16) (836.56)2 5(193741.12) (947.23)2

91288.2 792414.73
=

908190.80      699832.63 968705.60 897244.67

1126.53
=

208358.17                  71460.93

1126.53
=

456.46 X  267.32

=          0.009

Correlations Co. efficient = 0.009

APPENDIX-IX

Correlation Coefficient between Investments and Total Assets
of Premier Insurance Company

(00’ in million)
Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064 Sum
Investment(X) 71.98 90.25 102.14 113.61 13.40 391.38
Assets(Y) 120.18 151.34 156.76 191.68 196.35 816.31
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X2 5181.12 8145.06 10432.58 12907.23 179.56 36845.55
Y2 14443.23 22903.80 24573.70 36741.22 38553.32 137215.27
XY 8650.56 13658.44 16011.47 21776.76 2631.09 62728.32

nΣXY- ΣXΣY
Correlation Coefficient =

nΣX2 (ΣX)2 nΣY2 (ΣY)2

5(62728.32) - (391.38) (816.31)
=

5 (36845.55) (391.38)2 5(137215.27) (816.31)2

313641.60     319487.41
=

184227.75 153178.30 686076.35       666362.01

5845.81
=

31049.45 19714.34

5845.81
=

176.21 X  140.41

=          0.24

Correlations Co. efficient = 0.24

APPENDIX-X

Correlation Coefficient between Total Investments and Total Assets of
Everest Insurance Company

(00’ in million)
Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064 Sum
Investment(X) 115.78 114.56 113.85 114.25 132.40 590.84
Assets(Y) 299.39 304.67 274.89 341.31 387.91 1608.17
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X2 13405.01 13123.99 12961.82 13053.06 17529.76 1805519.88
Y2 89634.37 92823.81 75564.51 116492.52 150474.17 524989.38
XY 34663.37 34903.00 31296.23 38994.67 51359.28 191216.55

nΣXY- ΣXΣY
Correlation Coefficient (r) =

nΣX2 (ΣX)2 nΣY2 (ΣY)2

5(191216.55) - (590.84) (1608.17)
=

5(1805519.88)    (590.84)2 5(524989.38) (1608.17)2

956082.75 950171.16
=

9027599.40     349091.91           2624946.90       2586210.75

5911.59
=

8678507.49                 38736.15

5911.59
=

2945.93 X  196.82

= 0.01

Correlations Co. efficient = 0.01

APPENDIX-XI

Correlation Coefficient between Investments and Total Assets
of Neco Insurance Company

(00’ in million)
Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064 Sum
Investment(X) 100.00 100.57 101.10 101.10 91.02 493.79
Assets(Y) 173.56 190.17 196.57 186.22 151.14 897.66
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X2 10000 10114.32 10221.21 10221.21 8284.64 48841.38
Y2 30123.07 36164.63 38639.76 34677.89 22843.30 162448.65
XY 17356 19125.40 19873.23 18826.84 13756.76 88938.23

nΣXY- ΣXΣY
Correlation Coefficient (r) =

nΣX2 (ΣX)2 nΣY2 (ΣY)2

5(88938.23) - (493.79) (897.66)
=

5(48841.38)    (493.79)2 5(162448.65) (897.66)2

444691.15 443255.53
=

244206.9            243828.56           812243.23       805793.48

1435.62
=

378.34                    6449.84

1435.62
=

19.45 X  80.31

=          0.92

Correlations Co. efficient = 0.92

APPENDIX-XII

Correlation Coefficient between Total Investments and Net Premium
collected of Himalayan General Insurance Company

(00’ in million)
Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064 Sum (Σ)
Investment(X) 72.69 91.39 110.79 78.94 81.00 434.81
Premium 32.68 37.58 45.21 55.95 69.55 240.97
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Collected(Y)
X2 5283.84 8352.13 12274.42 6231.52 6561 38702.91
Y2 1067.98 1412.26 2043.94 3130 4837 12491.18
XY 2375.51 3434.44 5008.82 4416.69 5633.55 20869.01

nΣXY- ΣXΣY
Correlation Coefficient (r)=

nΣX2 (ΣX)2 nΣY2 (ΣY)2

5(20536.01) - (434.81) (240.97)
=

5(38702.91)    (434.81)2 5(12491.18) (240.97)2

102680.05 104776.17
=

193514.55          189059.74          62455.90        58066.54

2096.12
=

4454.81                   4389.36

2096.12
=

66.74 X  66.25

=          0.47

Correlations Co. efficient = 0.47

APPENDIX-XIII

Correlation Coefficient between Total Investments and Net Premium
collected of United Insurance Company

(00’ in million)
Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064 Sum (Σ)
Investment(X) 83.25 111.12 143.54 155.97 342.68 836.56
Premium 23.48 35.38 29.27 47.66 56.89 192.68
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Collected(Y)
X2 6930.56 12347.65 20603.73 24326.64 117429.58 181638.16
Y2 551.31 1251.74 856.73 2271.48 3236.47 8167.73
XY 1954.71 3931.43 4201.42 7433.53 19495.07 37016.16

nΣXY- ΣXΣY
Correlation Coefficient (r)=

nΣX2 (ΣX)2 nΣY2 (ΣY)2

.
5(37016.16) - (836.56) (192.68)

=

5(181638.16) (836.56)2 5(8167.73) (192.68)2

185080.80 161188.38
=

908190.80          699832.63          40838.65          37125.58

23892.42
=

208358.17                3713.07

23892.42
=

456.46 X  60.93

=          0.86

Correlations Co. efficient = 0.86

APPENDIX-XIV

Correlation Coefficient between Total Investments and Net Premium
collected of Premiere Insurance Company

(00’ in million)
Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064 Sum (Σ)
Investment(X) 71.98 90.25 102.14 113.61 13.40 391.38
Premium 25.38 32.40 36.22 43.48 30.20 167.68
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Collected(Y)
X2 5181.12 8145.06 10432.58 12907.23 179.56 36845.55
Y2 644.14 1049.76 1311.89 1890.51 912.04 5808.34
XY 1826.85 2924.10 3699.51 4939.76 404.68 13794.90

nΣXY- ΣXΣY
Correlation Coefficient (r)=

nΣX2 (ΣX)2 nΣY2 (ΣY)2

.
5(13794.90) - (391.38) (167.68)

=

5(36845.55)    (391.38)2 5(5808.34) (167.67)2

68974.50 65626.60
=

184227.75          153178.30          29041.7 28113.23

3347.90
=

31049.45                928.47

3347.90
=

176.21 X  30.47

= 0.62

Correlations Co. efficient = 0.62

APPENDIX-XV

Correlation Coefficient between Total Investments and Net Premium
collected of Everest Insurance Company

(00’ in million)
Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064 Sum (Σ)
Investment(X) 115.78 114.56 113.85 114.25 132.40 590.84
Premium 40.75 51.28 61.91 63.39 84.31 301.64
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Collected(Y)
X2 13405.01 13123.99 12961.82 13053.06 17529.76 1805519.88
Y2 1660.56 2629.64 3832.85 4005.62 7108.18 19236.86
XY 4718.04 5874.64 7048.45 7242.31 11162.64 36046.08

nΣXY- ΣXΣY
Correlation Coefficient (r)=

nΣX2 (ΣX)2 nΣY2 (ΣY)2

.
5(36046.08) - (590.84) (301.64)

=

5(1805519.88) (590.84)2 5(19236.76)         (301.65)2

180230.40 178220.98
=

9027599.40         349091.91         96183.80         90992.72

2009.42
=

8678507.49              5191.08

3347.90
=

2945.93 X  72.05

=          0.02

Correlations Co. efficient = 0.02

APPENDIX-XVI

Correlation Coefficient between Total Investments and Net Premium
collected of Neco Insurance Company

(00’ in million)
Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064 Sum (Σ)
Investment(X) 100.00 100.57 101.10 101.10 91.02 493.79
Premium 22.81 33.09 40.70 28.81 35.58 160.99
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Collected(Y)
X2 10000 10114.32 10221.21 10221.21 8284.64 48841.38
Y2 520.30 1094.95 1656.49 830.02 1265.94 5367.70
XY 2281 3327.86 4114.77 2912.69 3238.49 15874.81

nΣXY- ΣXΣY
Correlation Coefficient (r)=

nΣX2 (ΣX)2 nΣY2 (ΣY)2

.
5(15874.81) - (493.79) (160.99)

=

5(48841.38)    (493.79)2 5(5367.70) (160.99)2

79374.05 79495.25
=

244206.90          243828.56          26838.50 25917.78

-121.20
=

378.34                    920.72

-121.20
=

19.45 X  30.34

= -0.21

Correlations Co. efficient = -0.21

APPENDIX-XVII

Correlation Coefficient between Total Liquidity and Net Premium
collected of Himalayan General Insurance Company

(00’ in million)
Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064 Sum (Σ)
Liquidity(X) 37.56 39.56 60.96 37.38 34.33 209.79
Premium 32.68 37.58 45.21 55.95 69.55 240.97
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Collected(Y)
X2 1410.75 1564.99 3716.12 1397.26 1178.55 9267.67

Y2 1067.98 1412.26 2043.94 3130 4837 12491.18
XY 1227.46 1486.66 2756.00 2091.41 2387.65 9949.18

nΣXY- ΣXΣY
Correlation Coefficient (r)=

nΣX2 (ΣX)2 nΣY2 (ΣY)2

.
5(9949.18) - (209.79) (240.97)

=

5(9267.67) (209.79)2 5(12491.18) (240.97)2

49745.90 50553.10
=

46338.35          44011.84          62455.90                58066.54

-807.20
=

2326.51                   4389.36

-807.20
=

48.23 X  66.25

= -0.25

Correlations Co. efficient = -0.25

APPENDIX-XVIII

Correlation Coefficient between Total Liquidity and Net Premium
collected of United Insurance Company

(00’ in million)
Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064 Sum (Σ)
Liquidity (X) 23.26 31.62 28.28 17.90 23.47 124.53
Premium 23.48 35.38 29.27 47.66 56.89 192.68
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Collected(Y)
X2 541.03 999.82 799.76 320.41 550.84 3211.86
Y2 551.31 1251.74 856.73 2271.48 3236.47 8167.73
XY 564.14 1118.72 827.76 853.11 1335.21 4698.94

nΣXY- ΣXΣY
Correlation Coefficient (r)=

nΣX2 (ΣX)2 nΣY2 (ΣY)2

.
5(4698.94) - (124.53) (192.68)

=

5(3211.86)       (124.53)2 5(8167.73) (192.68)2

23494.70 23994.44
=

16059.30           15507.72          40838.65 37125.58

- 499.74
=

551.58                   3713.07

- 499.74
=

23.49 X  60.93

= -0.35

Correlations Co. efficient = -0.35

APPENDIX-XIX

Correlation Coefficient between Total Liquidity and Net Premium
collected of Premiere Insurance Company

(00’ in million)
Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064 Sum (Σ)
Liquidity(X) 26.68 40.31 31.35 55.63 43.90 197.87
Premium 25.38 32.40 36.22 43.48 30.20 167.68
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Collected(Y)
X2 711.82 1624.90 982.82 3094.70 1927.21 8341.45
Y2 644.14 1049.76 1311.89 1890.51 912.04 5808.34
XY 677.14 1306.04 1135.50 2418.79 1325.78 6863.25

nΣXY- ΣXΣY
Correlation Coefficient (r)=

nΣX2 (ΣX)2 nΣY2 (ΣY)2

.
5(6863.25) - (197.87) (167.68)

=

5(8341.45) (197.87)2 5(5808.35) (167.68)2

34316.25 33178.84
=

41707.25          39152.54          29041.75                28116.58

1137.41
=

2554.71                   925.17

1137.41
=

50.54 X  30.42

=          0.74

Correlations Co. efficient = 0.74

APPENDIX-XX

Correlation Coefficient between Total Liquidity and Net Premium
collected of Everest Insurance Company

(00’ in million)
Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064 Sum (Σ)
Liquidity(X) 133.61 111.72 82.30 121.33 130.13 579.09
Premium 40.75 51.28 61.91 63.39 84.31 301.64
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Collected(Y)
X2 17851.63 12481.36 6773.29 14720.97 16933.82 68761.07
Y2 1660.56 2629.64 3832.85 4005.62 7108.18 19236.86
XY 5444.61 5729.00 5075.19 7691.11 10971.26 34911.17

nΣXY- ΣXΣY
Correlation Coefficient (r)=

nΣX2 (ΣX)2 nΣY2 (ΣY)2

.
5(34911.17) - (579.09) (301.64)

=

5(68761.07       (579.09)2 5(19236.86) (301.64)2

174555.85 174676.71
=

343805.35        335345.23 96184.30               90986.69

- 120.86
=

8460.12                 45197.61

- 120.86
=

91.98 X  212.60

= - 0.01

Correlations Co. efficient = - 0.01

APPENDIX-XXI

Correlation Coefficient between Total Liquidity and Net Premium
collected of Neco Insurance Company

(00’ in million)
Year 2060 2061 2062 2063 2064 Sum (Σ)
Liquidity (X) 65.35 81.43 84.29 72.97 45.36 349.40

Premium 22.81 33.09 40.70 28.81 35.58 160.99
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Collected
X2 4270.62 6630.84 7104.80 5324.62 2057.53 25388.41

Y2 520.30 1094.95 1656.49 830.02 1265.94 5367.70
XY 1490.63 2694.52 3430.60 2102.27 1613.91 11331.94

nΣXY- ΣXΣY
Correlation Coefficient (r)=

nΣX2 (ΣX)2 nΣY2 (ΣY)2

.
5(11331.94) - (349.40) (160.99)

=

5(25388.41)       (349.40)2 5(5367.70) (160.99)2

56659.70 56249.91
=

126942.05        122080.36          26838.50                25917.78

409.79
=

4861.69                   920..72

409.79
=

69.72 X  30.34

=          0.19

Correlations Co. efficient = 0.19
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hDdf !#))^$*(@ !$^%!@%!@ @@&&)%$&@ !&^&**#!%
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aLds o"gfO{6]8 O{=s+=-g]kfn_ ln= sf] cf=a=@)%(÷^) b]lv @)^#÷^$ ;fn cfiff9 d;fGt;Ddsf] jf;nft
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h'u]8f #%)!!*#& #*%!^@$@ $#@*((^# $&^@&&)* %)%$!)!@
aLdf sf]if
hLjg aLdf
clUg aLdf ####!^ %^&!(! !!$%$$( !@&(^%* !#)^^@)
;fd'lb|s aLdf #!*##$# @&()#@! #!*%)() #^$^#$^ $)#^^))
xjfO{ aLdf
Dff]6/ aLdf &(*(!#% !%$)&)@( !!)$&($( !*^)^%$! @#&$#*!$
OlGh= tyf 7]s]bf/ hf]lvd aLdf ^)^$(% @!)&& &*#*@ !!$$&% !*@)@*
ljljw aLdf !*&*#^) ^&$@#! !!##(($ @$#@%@@ !*)@^((

lb3{sflng C0f
cNksflng C0f
rfn' bfloTj
bfjL jfkt cg"dflgt bfloTj %%#@#&) %&#%&^^ *)@#)#^ !)&)^**( !%@$(@*)
k"gjL{dsnfO{ lbg af“ls #@*))^@ !%@*&!!! @(*$&*)( @@(&#$$& **^^)#!$
Nffef+z Joj:yf -8]le8]06_ ##^(*$* !*@!%&% !*^^@(%
clestf{ sldzg @&$&*!( @!^^$$@ #!)!#^) #^)*^$^ $!!&^!!
ljljw ;fx"
cGo bfloTj ^*^($!@ !!&#&@@^ %@@%#)#
Joj:yf
sd{rf/L nfef+z -af]g;_ %$(*&) !!@(!(& #)#$$$% !&)$*$%
sd{rf/L pkbfg tyf cGo (%(#* !(@&
cfos/ Joj:yf !%^#((! #))#&&% $#()$@( $$(!(&&
cGo Joj:yf !)!&$^@!

hDdf !@(**#@@( !%@&%#(!# !*$$*^^!^ !($)$#$^@

;
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l:y/ ;DklQ !)(#$)(% !)))*(*! (@&(!*% !!@^&^@$

nufgL M
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a}+s d"2tL vftf &*)$*%#* &@#^@%%# *!^))))) !)$^#))))
ljQ sDkgL d"2tL vftf @)#^$(#( !(&)^))) @&!)))))
z]o/ $!))))) ($%*))) ($%*)))
l8j]Gr/
cNksfnLg nufgL !%@!!!*) %&!@#^@
cGo $!))))) #%&!$@* #%&!$@* #%&!$@*
shf{ ljj/0f v'nfpg]
aLdfn]vfdf C0f
cGo
rfn' M ;DklQ
a}+s tyf gub df}Hbft @^$*^(( ##^%(#@ !(!#&)! (#&#((!
ls:tf lk|ldod
k|fKt x'g af“sL
jSof}tf Aofh !!^)%^* *%^@%#
Dff}Hbft $!&#
cGo ##(&@() (@^*@@ !*&*$)$
sd{rf/L k]ZsL !$)#%@# (^@!#! !!$&%^^
cGo k]ZsL *)#*^(
w/f}tL *$*&%&$ %@%##^( !^#!^! !&)@&%
clu|d e'QmfgL ^^&%&%^
ljljw cf;fdL !)!%*)## !&#$*$)* @$#)(@!* %#####!
ckn]vg x'g af“sL vr{x?
gfkmf÷gf]S;fg lx;faaf6 ;f/]sf] gf]S;fg
cGo !@$#&*%# ##(&@(! @@@$#@(

hDdf !@(**#@@( !%@&%#(!# !*$$*^^!& !($)$#$^@
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aLds lk|ldo/ O{=s+=-g]kfn_ ln= sf] cf=a=@)%(÷^) b]lv @)^#÷^$ ;fn cfiff9 d;fGt;Ddsf] jf;nft
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aLdf sf]if
hLjg aLdf
clUg aLdf !$@%(@& @(#^!$@ $)*&&@( %@^)$*$
;fd'lb|s aLdf #@(*)* #)^)@@ #^#&!# %$%^%@
xjfO{ aLdf
Dff]6/ aLdf (^($^@* !)($*&)% !!%$@!## !#@$!$%)
OlGh= tyf 7]s]bf/ hf]lvd aLdf &&$!! $)^%) $&)&@ #@&&$
ljljw aLdf !$!!%#) @!^%)*@ @@^)@(% @($!^*&

lb3{sflng C0f
cNksflng C0f
rfn' bfloTj
bfjL jfkt cg"dflgt bfloTj #^%)*#&^ %*()%!#) $!*#@%$$ ^@&##)(&
k"gjL{dsnfO{ lbg af“ls
Nffef+z Joj:yf -8]le8]06_ #))%!@) @^#^((^ @#(#&@@ @!$@$)*
clestf{ sldzg %&^%^( $!)##^ @(*!!$ #)$)^&
ljljw ;fx" #%***%* $%@$)*( %&&@^^& $&%%*!!
cGo bfloTj #&!&) %)&%
Joj:yf
sd{rf/L nfef+z -af]g;_ *(#(@) !!$)@^# @@!&*^$ @)^*^)#
sd{rf/L pkbfg tyf cGo #!$&!@( #)%@^ %^@@* (#(*$
cfos/ Joj:yf @)&($&& @*^@%%^ %(%%!$! %%%^$@$
cGo Joj:yf !)))((^ $^$%)# !(!$#*( (^)^@#

hDdf !@)!&%)%# !%!#$@$@# !%^&%%*$! !(!^*)@)%

;
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lQ

l:y/ ;DklQ !&%#@@#% !^)!*&%! !%%(*)^) !%@&#*!#

nufgL M
>L % sf] ;/sf/sf] lwtf]kq÷C0fkq !#(^%))) !#&@%))) !#&@%))) !#&@%)))
a}+s d"2tL vftf @!%#%))) #!$#%))) $)!#%))) $#)#%)))
ljQ sDkgL d"2tL vftf !)#*@#)& !#^!^))) !%&%%@#$ !(@*@(()
z]o/ $!)!(*! $!^$(*! ^(%$(*! *(()(*!
l8j]Gr/ !&$))))
cNksfnLg nufgL
cGo @@)))))) @%%&!$@( @%%&!$@( @*%&!$@(
shf{ ljj/0f v'nfpg]
aLdfn]vfdf C0f
cGo
rfn' M ;DklQ
a}+s tyf gub df}Hbft ^!*)^! $#(*&)) *#^%&($ @^%*!!%
ls:tf lk|ldod
k|fKt x'g af“sL !^(((!#& @($%))%% !&#&@**@ $%*)*(&*
jSof}tf Aofh @(&#*%& @$$(($) !!^()@@ @*@%#)%
Dff}Hbft
cGo #!$)&!^
sd{rf/L k]ZsL !)#(*!& !#^$&)$ !#&*$(* !#%($@%
cGo k]ZsL
w/f}tL !(#%)) @)#%)) @)^()) @#&())
clu|d e'QmfgL #(*)$%) $&%^(@! &^^!@(^ &!^^)&*
ljljw cf;fdL !&!@((@ @$$&$$@ @*^!&$% @&$%!(!
ckn]vg x'g af“sL vr{x?
gfkmf÷gf]S;fg lx;faaf6 ;f/]sf] gf]S;fg
cGo

hDdf !@)!&%)%# !%!#$@$@# !%^&%%*$! !(!^*)@)%
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aLds Pe/]i6 O{=s+=ln= sf] cf=a=@)%(÷^) b]lv @)^#÷^$ ;fn cfiff9 d;fGt;Ddsf] jf;nft
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aLdf sf]if
hLjg aLdf
clUg aLdf @(!((!! $$@!(&$ ^@*$%)@ %#*$#@%
;fd'lb|s aLdf $@#*)%@ $^#@#^@ %*)@*)& &*%^$^(
xjfO{ aLdf *#%&@*! ^&$#@) ^*@$*^ !!((@#!
Dff]6/ aLdf $%@)(( !!((&#^! !@#*&^@* !#$!@@%(
OlGh= tyf 7]s]bf/ hf]lvd aLdf *!##(( $^*@*( $)%!(# $&@%(!
ljljw aLdf ^&!!&^# ^&(^@!@ *&%^()& *@)*%#*

lb3{sflng C0f !^*@$$#*
cNksflng C0f $^!&&
rfn' bfloTj
bfjL jfkt cg"dflgt bfloTj !@)%@&#! ^&*$^@) !#$!^((# !%(@$^)%
k"gjL{dsnfO{ lbg af“ls *#%)*#!* *@%@#)^# *!$(@*& @^^!(^!#
Nffef+z Joj:yf -8]le8]06_ #))))))) @%%%&^) @#*@!@%
clestf{ sldzg *!(%@&! &$$%#^^ *!$(@*& $@#()&&
ljljw ;fx" #)%^$*) !@()$@% $@$$(((# $&@#*$!#
cGo bfloTj #$^^&&$( !%^)(@@@ !@@!)%%)
Joj:yf
sd{rf/L nfef+z -af]g;_ %@$*^)& @#@(#*% !$$%)*& !&*#**%
sd{rf/L pkbfg tyf cGo @%^&&&! $^&^%) @@$$^) !($$^)
cfos/ Joj:yf !*%#@(!% @%!@**!@ @%(($)$^ #%!!#^$)
cGo Joj:yf @$#@@*^# @&$#!#( !^$)^& !^#))&#

hDdf @((#**@%) #)$^&!#@$ @&#(%!!$$ #!^#)^&@(

;
Dk

lQ

l:y/ ;DklQ @^%#(#^* $%@*)%!@ %#^^^&(( !%@&#*!#

nufgL M
>L % sf] ;/sf/sf] lwtf]kq÷C0fkq @%)))))) @%)))))) @%)))))) @%))))))
a}+s d"2tL vftf *##@#&%) &*(#@$)) &&&)&$)) *#^$)))
ljQ sDkgL d"2tL vftf $())))) &^))))) &*))))) &&@(!$))
z]o/ @%%#!@) #)#@#)) ##$%$)) @(%))))
l8j]Gr/
cNksfnLg nufgL
cGo
shf{ ljj/0f v'nfpg]
aLdfn]vfdf C0f
cGo
rfn' M ;DklQ
a}+s tyf gub df}Hbft %*!&(^)% $@!#&!^& !&$($&%$ @^%*!!%
ls:tf lk|ldod
k|fKt x'g af“sL
jSof}tf Aofh *&!!)@ !@(&!^# !%$*&@@ !$%@)*)
Dff}Hbft ^)^(&) ^^#%^! ^^)%(# %^))$^
cGo @@*^^(@) !$%^!%)% !((*^&)%
sd{rf/L k]ZsL &@%&*# @!^^$%%
cGo k]ZsL %&!#)
w/f}tL
clu|d e'QmfgL @@*^!!&& #@^*^)() @%#%*@^* @@&$$&%)
ljljw cf;fdL $&)**(*& $#))*&%^ $&&$*@(& @&$%!(!
ckn]vg x'g af“sL vr{x?
gfkmf÷gf]S;fg lx;faaf6 ;f/]sf] gf]S;fg
cGo @^^*!@%* !@^%$!)%

hDdf @((#**@%) #)$^&!#@$ @&$*(!&#* !(!^*)@)%
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aLds g]sf] O{=s+=ln= sf] cf=a=@)%(÷^) b]lv @)^#÷^$ ;fn cfiff9 d;fGt;Ddsf] jf;nft
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Aff]g; z]o/
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hLjg aLdf
clUg aLdf !&$@^)*% @#!#$@@! @^^$!!)$ @*#!%(##
;fd'lb|s aLdf ^^!@&%*! &$^#*)## &#((&!#$ &^^#@$&%
xjfO{ aLdf !#(()) !!)!(%( !%&*$#* @%*$#%(
Dff]6/ aLdf !!)&#^@^ !!*#*&$$ !)#)(**$ !@%#*$*!
OlGh= tyf 7]s]bf/ hf]lvd aLdf %$&&@!( #@)$^!$ $(^&%^& %*%%^!#
ljljw aLdf !%#!)@%) !^)##^%$ !&(!($%& !$!@^!))

lb3{sflng C0f
cNksflng C0f
rfn' bfloTj
bfjL jfkt cg"dflgt bfloTj !!)($)!*( !@!!^!)^$ !$^!*$)!& !!()&##&#
k"gjL{dsnfO{ lbg af“ls
Nffef+z Joj:yf -8]le8]06_ @!^)&#*
clestf{ sldzg
ljljw ;fx"
cGo bfloTj #)()%!$)
Joj:yf
sd{rf/L nfef+z -af]g;_ $%!@^#& $%@%!%) $$#)@*&
sd{rf/L pkbfg tyf cGo $)$!@*# ^@((#)) *#(((^% *!#(*!#
cfos/ Joj:yf
cGo Joj:yf !$%@(&#&$ !*)&()^#* @!%(%%!*% @^%!%%&$!

hDdf #&%*##%)& $&#^@)))$ %!@^#*^#( %#^*%@!&%

;
Dk

lQ

l:y/ ;DklQ #!$*(** @%$#&^@ @@@%%$* @#$@)&&

nufgL M
>L % sf] ;/sf/sf] lwtf]kq÷C0fkq #(@$%))) #&^%)))) $&##)))) #&^%))))
a}+s d"2tL vftf @^))))))) @^)())))) #^#$))))) #&%$)))))
ljQ sDkgL d"2tL vftf
z]o/ !$^*))))
l8j]Gr/
cNksfnLg nufgL
cGo
shf{ ljj/0f v'nfpg]
aLdfn]vfdf C0f
cGo
rfn' M ;DklQ
a}+s tyf gub df}Hbft %%)&#!$@ !%#!&&*#@ ^&&^$$(! *^)^&&(%
ls:tf lk|ldod %%#@*#$ %))#@** %@&#&$%
k|fKt x'g af“sL !%)(&&@ !*&!!)*% !&$!$))
jSof}tf Aofh @^@)@)@
Dff}Hbft @)!***^
cGo
sd{rf/L k]ZsL &(^*!&& ^!)!#)( %%!^@)( %(($)%!
cGo k]ZsL $%&!!!$ $*$*#%* $&#&*)@
w/f}tL
clu|d e'QmfgL !$!*%) !$$)$! #^%!^@ ()!)@
ljljw cf;fdL @)##!$ @$&&&*^ @*&%@)#
ckn]vg x'g af“sL vr{x?
gfkmf÷gf]S;fg lx;faaf6 ;f/]sf] gf]S;fg
cGo !()))))

hDdf #&%*##%)& $&#^@)))$ %!@^#*^#( %#^*%@!&%


